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WINNINGS SARAH
Jbnas
...

Swift, the Hired Man,
Finally Won the Farmer's

Pretty Daughter.
By JUNE QAHAN.
"Jonas, let's rest our backs a few
minutes," said farmer Jackbon to bis
hired man one fall day 4ts they dug
potatoes rn the field.
Jonas Swift, the hired man, had
been working for farmer Jackson for
four years and more, and this was the
first time he, had ever heard his boss
suggest a moment's rest. He therefore
'
stood leaning on his hoe and his
mouth open, when the farmer continued:
"I have got that little bill made
out."
"Bill? Bill?"
"Yes.
Sit down. 1 think you will
find It all right.
I don't s'pose you
can pay it all today, but I'm wlllin' to
give you time. ' You can pay It on the
installment plan, the way folks buy
things In the city."
"But I don't owe you anything,"
said Jones as he sat down.
"Oh, yes, you do, as I shall soon
show you. You came here to work
about four years ago, didn't youT"
About that."
"And three years ago you took a
shine to my gal Sarah Jane?"
I fell in love with her."
."But you haven't married her yet."
"Noap! When my grandmother dies
I'm to have $700, and that's what I'm
waitin' for."
"But I've nothln' to do with that
Folks that are not ready to marry
shouldn't go and fall In love."
"But Sarah Jane Is so darned nice,"
pleaded Jonas.
"And that makes your debt all the
bigger. Jonas, up to and lncludln' last
night, you have set up and sparked
Sarah 984 nights. Is there any dls-p"
about that?"
"I guess not."
'.'I think it is worth $3 per night to
spark a
girl, don't you?"
"Yes."
"Well, I have figured it that way;
884 night at $3 per night is $2,952."
"And I'm to pay it!" almost shouted Jonas.
"That's only the first Item. Courtin'
comes high, Jonas. You have had
fire, light, cider, doughnuts and mince
pie. I shall put the value of these
things at $500."
"Lord save me!"
"Before you began sparkln' you always woke yourself up at 5 o'clock in
the morning. Not once did I have to
call you. After you got to sparkln' I
had to turn out of bed to call you, and
most every morning I had to threaten
to discharge you to get you out by 6.
I figure you have lost a thousand
hours and I've put It down at $100."
"Why, you never said anything be
fore!" walled Jonas.
"Oh, I was Just waitin. For the 984
times I have got out of bed to call you
I shall charge you $100, and that's
"Y-ye-
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"Another hundred!"
"But for you' Sarah would have been
married two years ago. The callers
would have come around faBt enough
It you had been out of the way. We
must value on what she's lost about
$2,000."--

-

can't pay you In a
thousand years!" exclaimed the hired
man as hlB teeth began to chatter.
"It will take quite that quite that.
How much can you pay a week?"
"A dol lar, mebbe."
"Well, I'll take that and I won't ask
you to pay anything after you have
reached the age of ninety. No one
shall ever have cause to say that 1
don't use my hired men right."
"But about me'n Sarah getting married?" asked Jonas.
"Why, how In thunder can you get
married with a debt of several thousand dollars hanging over you!"
"That's so that's so. Can I go to
the house And tell Sarah?"
"Why, yes, and you need not come
"My soul, but I

You can turn In and cut wood
'till supper time."
Jonas went to the house and called
Sarah out to the woodpile and told
her what her father said.
dn'a m nann than nlvanl" av.
Claimed the girl.
"But we can't do nothln'."
"Yes, we can. We can elope!"
"Gosh, but he'd toller us." .
"Then we can walk over to 'Squar
Johnson's this evening."
"But what we goln' to, do about that
awful debt?"
"It hain't no debt. Father couldn't
collect a cent If he sued you a hundred times over."
"He's a hard man, Sarah. You orter
seen him sot his jaw when we was
talkin'."
"But can't you sot yours? 'Jonas
Swift, you don't seem to have no
I
more grit than a grasshopper.
guess I don't want to marry any such
man!"
With that Sarah Jane turned and
flounced Into the bouse to be asked by
her mother:
"What you and Jonas all excited
over?"
"Nothln'."
"Don't answer me that way! Some-thihas happened. What Is It?"
"Father's a fool," snapped the girl.
back.

himself. In time he won it, but nov
before he had been cut twice with a
knife. When they had the fellow
trussed and tied they took a good
look at htm and found him a stranger
and a mighty ugly one, too. Ho
claimed to be a tramp looking for
lodgings, but the package he had left
In the oat-blsettled that.
He was one of the trio who had
robbed the county treasurer's office,
twelve miles away. In broad daylight,
and had been dodging and hiding for
hours. There was $15,000 in the package, and there lay one of the robbers,
cursing and struggling and waiting
Jonas had been
for the constables.
been pretty badly knifed, and as soon
as It was known Sarah Jane cried
out:
"Father, you go after the 'squar' at
once."
"For why?"
"Ti.at he may marry Jonas and
me!"
So It came about that It was Jonas'
very own wife that bound up his
wounds and fed him chicken soup until he could go back to pork and
beans. When he could talk business
he said to the farmer:
"I've got a bill agin" you for $5,000."
"What for?"
"For marrying Sarah Jane two or
three years before we was ready!"
n
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SCRAP DISHES

TASTY

NO.

27 1913.

ROASTS
BETTER THAN
WHEN PREPARED PROPERLY.

HASH

May

Irwin, the Actress, Tells How
to Cook Meats and the Victuals
That Have Been Left Over
From Meals.

That the fastidious should look with
distrust, if not disgust, upon the hotel
or restaurant made hash or ragout,
or stew, or minced dish. Is quite within my understanding and sympathy.
But It Is quite different in the
well-regulat-

home.

My husband and sons, writes May
Irwin, who are rather spoiled as far
as the things of the table are concerned, enjoy beef stews aud roast beef
hash better than the original roast
Fricassee chicken, when properly prepared, Is much better than roast
chicken.
Spaghetti, when warmed
over, Is twenty times better than
whon first cooked.
How seldom we
eat a really well cooked dish of
spaghetti!
This Is because it is not
thoroughly cooked.
"What!"
Suppose It is Tuesday Ironing day.
"And Jonas's a fool."
(Copyright, 1913, by the McClure NewsIf there Is In your pantry or Ice box
paper Syndicate.)
"What! What!"
the skeleton of last night's roast chick"And I'm a
en you are fortunate.
From the
"Good
Medicine."
"And you'll call me a fool next
shreds of the meat here and there
recently returned sticking to
A Missionary
thing!"
the bones you can make
frotq Burma with an amusing story of an excellent fricassee, or that dish
"Then take tnat! You are not too the exaltation of a dozen patent-medwhich Is a favorite In my household.
old to be licked, and when I ask a cine bottles to the rank of idols ferMince the bits of cold chicken toby
1
a
village.
worshiped
whole
vently
want It answered."
question
gether.
Chop a small 'green pepper, a
On one of this lady's tours, she
Sarah Jane whirled about and flew
onion, four mushrooms, a bit of
upstairs to her room. She was called passed through a small settlement small
parsley and one cold potato together
and called, but she made no answer. wjiere cholera was raging. She had until very
fine. Have a frying pan
Her first Impulse was to set the house with her several bottles of a famous ready with tablespoonful
of hot brown
so
pain;
go
went
"ready
she
was
relief" for
to
down and
afire; her next
butter and put the mixture in and stir
brain Jonas; her third was to write from house to house dosing numerous it
well.
some Bad verses to be left behind to sufferers, and left the bottles for the
Cover It for a few moments and let
make folks feel all cut up. In the end natives to use after she had gone.
Returning to the village some it brown on one side, as hashed brown
she climbed out of her window in, the
dusk of the evening and slid to the months later, the lady was met by the potatoes are done. Put on a hot platground. Her father had come up head man of the community, who ter and garnish with tomato sauce.
from the field, and Sarah dodged him cheered her pious soul by saying, This sauce is made by cooking two
and Jonas and took refuge in the "Mem sahib, we have come over to or three tomatoes for half an hour;
your side. The magic did us so much strain and add a tablespoonful of but
granary of the barn.
salt, pepper and flour enough to
It seemed to the girl that there good that we now accept and worship ter,
thicken a little.
were forty things to be mad about and your gods."
Perhaps you are. Inclined to toss
Delighted at this news, the missionto sulk over. She sat down on the
away three or four tomatoes that are
floor in a corner of the little dark ary accompanied the man and his folroom and tried to plan. It was hard lowers to his own dwelling, where he soft, but still good. Their ripeness
to find a way out of her troubles. She opened the door of a room, and show- Is no drawback for the favorite break
r
bottles arranged fast dish of mine, for .which I glv
was ready to defy her father, and ed her the
she didn't so much mind the box on neatly upon a sort of altar. The whole you the recipe.
Cut a slice from the top of each tothe ear, but there was Jonas. He had company Immediately prostrated-,tbem-selvesmato. Remove enough of the pulp to
before them in solemn "WOTpoip,been scared stiff. She felt like poundYputbs Companion.
enable you to drop Into each tomato
ing hlra with a club.
' ' a bit of
:
A
butter the size of your thumbIt was when husband, wife and - , i
l
London.
nail and a: raw egg. Pin with a tooth
hired man sat down to supper that
Sarah Jane had a crying spell all by ' "Shbft Whining parlors" seem to bo pick a strip of raw bacon around each
her lonesome. Not quite, however. unkndwn,."ih London. An American tomato. T Sprinkle a little salt and pep
She' had a score of rats and mice for writes!' to the Chronicle of that city:' per overVfhe top and put into a very
company and sympathizers. She was "Having occasion to cross London hot
the eggs are set Thre
s
bridge' every morning and having my will be- - In- - from five to eight minutes.
still weeping when she beard the
with
come out after supper. Two boots generously bespattered
minutes later something happened to mud by the passing vehicles, I discov
Spiced Plums.
burn-u- p
her tears. Some one enter- ered a shop In King William street,
Wipe five pounds plums with a
ed the barn with soft footsteps.
It opposite the monument, devoted solely piece-- of cheesecloth wrung out of
wasn't her father, and it wasn't Jonas. to th polishing of boots and shoes. cold water and. .prick each five or six
Who, then, could It be?
The customer, sitting on a comfortatimes with a ..large needle. Put two
It wsb almost pitch-darin the ble armchair, placeB his feet on law and a half pounds brown sugar In a
barn, and the man had to feel his pedestals "and has his two boots pol sauce pan and pour ovor it one quart
way. It was the fact that most farm ished at the same time, if he Is in a vinegar. Then add two ounces cloves
barns are constructed .after the same hurry. I believe this Is the only bhop one ounce stick cinnamon (broken
plans that enabled the stranger to of the kind In London. I am sure you. Into pieces), one ounce allspice ber
head for the granary. He got down could use more of them."
rles and one ounce mace, all tied In
on his hands and knees, but the girl
a piece of muslin. Let this mixture
follow
every
Bugs
a
foot.
Delicacy.
could
his approach
Roasted
boll 10 minutes. Pour It over plums
An Insect much resembling
It could be no trathp. 'or he would
the cover and let stand over night. In
have sought the haymow ' He came June bug,' and found In geat quantl the morning, drain plums from syrup,
along almost Inch by nch, 'and when ties in the high plains about Quito, again boll syrup 10 minutes, pour over
he had gained the granary 'he rose up the capital of Ecuador, is toasted aud plums, cover and let stand over
and eaten as a delicacy by the natives ct night. Drain and repeat this process
and lifted the cover of the oat-bileft something Inside. Then he stood that country. They are sold In the a third time.
listening.
held her streetB in the same manner as are
Sarah Jane
breath for ten seconds and then ut chestnuts In the cities of this coun
Hamburg Steak Soup.
tered a scream that Jumped him a try. The roasted bugs taste very
lean beef hamburg and place
Have
high.
foot
much like toasted bread.
tm stove with cold water. Boll three
The intruder ran for the door, and
Nice with
--quarters to one hour only.
Timely Warning
was Just In time to meet Jonas outrtcev and carrots, or rice only, also
"Beg pardon, old chap, but would Served as vegetable soup. Vegetables
side. The hired man didn't waste
time wondering where he was at. He you mind telling me why you have must be put in at once with the ham.
reached out-an- d
seized the other, andl that gong in your parlor?"
burg, as they will be done together
they went rolling over the ground
'That Is for .the convenience of my Season to taste. Quickly done and
The farmer came up, and his wife friends from the city," explained th
precisely the same as other soup
came out, and Sarah Jane found her suburbanite. "That gong rings three Nice also for supper to put the
little
way to the door and kept up
minutes before the last car leaves the ones to sleep on.
Ing; but Jonas had the fight all to barn.
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THREE WAYS TO

CAN

19.
BEANS

Salyclllc Acid, Salt and Vinegar Have
Been Successfully Used on the
String Variety.
Three ways of canning string beans,
all of which are successful, are. by
using salyclllc acid, salt and vinegar.
To those who like vinegar on tbeif
beans anyway the vinegar method la
the best and safest
The beans are cooked perfectly
done and a few may be canned at a
time when they are being cooked for
dinner, as it rarely happens that the
housewife can get enough beans for
more than a caTr or two at a time.
Put the cooked beans in glass iara.
add three tablespoonfuls of good vinegar to each quart and seal the bottle
while boiling hot.
There will be 'no spoiled Jars, for
they will be both canned and pickled.
When ready to use them simply
heat but do not boll. Since so many
use vinegar when eating string beans
this will be no objection.
In using salt the same method Is followed except that a teaspoonful of salt
is placed on top of the beans after
each quart can is filled and then sealed
hot.

This method is not as successful
as the vinegar. The ubo of preservatives as salyclllc and benzoic acid we
are Inclined to recommend less highly.
COOK'S

ADVICE

0.N

ROASTS

"Y-yes-
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pain-kille-
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Many

Valuable Suggestions Are
fered on How to Regulate
Your Oven.

Of-

That water should not be put into an
open meatepan Its place being supplied
by bits of fat from the roast, or by
dripping.
That a rack madesof wire should
support meat In the roastlng-pato
prevent It from sticking to the bottom and being unevenly roasted.
That all cut meat should first be
laid on the rack skln-slddownward,
provided the hottest air Is above. In
order that the lean part, from which
Juices might escape, may be at once
crusted over to retain them.
That a
roast In a little
oven requires one hour's roasting to
be (are, and one hour and a quarter's
to be well done.
'
That to lessen such a heat at one
for roasting properly, after the searing Is completed, a pan of cold water
may be set Into the oven and the draft
somewhat reduced.
That the double roasting-pans- ,
with
close-fittin-g
covers, are most convenient both for large and imall roasts,
as basting is not required, and they
keep the small roasts from drying out
n

e
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OLD OVEN

TEST STILL USED

Sheet of Linen Writing Paper Placed
In Stove Will 8how the
Temperature.
The
test for ascertaining the heat of the oven before
putting In a cake to bake is still in
good standing even among the cooking-school
generation of cooks. The
writing paper test is the favorite one.
Lay a sheet of ordinary linen writing
paper in the oven and let it stay for
five minutes by the clock.
If the
paper Is Just nicely browned in that
time the oven is hot enough for loat
cake. If the paper 1b burned or
scorched, the oven Is too hot and
must be cooled by leaving a crack In
the door, opening the ventilator or
setting a cup of cold water In the
oven to lower the temperature.
"
Holders Made From Stockings.
few minutes to cut
the legs of old stockings Into squares
the size for holders and stitch about
three thicknesses together. Make
several at a time then throw worn or lance a
soiled ones away. Nothing saves the
patience of the cook more than a supply of clean holders thick enough to I man?"
prevent burns, and in the right slzea nd mad
e, bestir
and right place.
daughte

It takes only a

'

NEUTRAL

WATER

IN

RIVERS

Where Fresh and 8alt Come Together
and for a Short Space the Two
Elements Refuse to Mingle.
According to old fishermen there Is
what might be called neutral ground,
or rather neutral water. In rivers,
where there is no use of trying to
make a catch unless it be that some
fool fish with a piscatorial brainstorm
snatches bait like an Insane human
might grab a red-ho- t
stov.

This neutral water Is the part of the
river where Its flow encounters the saline Impregnation of the salt water of
the bay or ocean ebb and the flow of
the tide the salt water of the bay
runs up .Into the river for miles, and
on the reverse the fresh water descends several miles again to the bay
leading Into the salt sea.
There is a midway between the salt
and fresh water points, however, that
very seldom shifts. Around this midway shad and blue and other
fish, U they visit at all, will hover
salt-wat-

on the'ocean side. On the fresh-wate- r
fringe will loiter such fish as Inhabit
currents that are devoid of the sa
line ingredient. If the fisherman hap
pens to cast bait In this neutral zone
he is not likely to get either one kind
or the other.

Rice and Tomato Combination.
One of the ways of cooking rice and
tomatoes together Is to boll the rice In

one vessel, cook the stewed tomatoes
In another, seasoning them to taste
with salt, sugar, pepper and onloa
Juice, and then to turn the rice, from
which the water has been carefully
drained, Into a deep vegetable dish
Miles of Telephone Wires.
One American telephone company pour over It the tomatoes, lifting the
has over 14,610,000 miles of wire la rice with a fork, that the sauce may
use. That would be enough to make penetrate the rice; set the dish in the
single wire lines to the oven for five minutes, and send It to
about flfty-ltable smoking hot.
moon from the earth.

ice."

Pressed Chicken.
tuED.)
Cut a small chicken into four parts,
boil in as little water as possible
out burning, and watch constantly, celebrat
When done very tender take out thangland, t
meat, but keep broth boiling. Pick tha-'a- l notab
meat from the bones, chop it, and addftrty, ln
butter, pepper and salt. Take all fated about
of broth, then pour over the choppedn travel
chicken. Tbeu press it, put plate onada.
top with something heavy to hold il
down. Set on ice and when very cole
slice It and you will have a dellclom
supper or breakfast dish.
wlth-nniver- sa
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PRESIDENT READS BANKING AND

SENA DIES FROM WOUND

Pub.

new Mexico

The father of the trolley car la dead.
He left a large family.
Let ua hope the sign painters will
not adopt the cubist art
Currency reform can never make
money any more popular.

ALBUQUERQUE MAN, SHOT
GALLUP, SUCCUMBS.

NEW MEXICO

AT

IN BRIEF

Shot That Caused His Death Believed
to Have Been Fired by
Hays Upton.

Western Newspaper Union Nf.vi Servlcs.
Dates for Coming Events.
July
Christian Endeavor Meeting
at yanta Fe.
12-2-

x

f

V.

y

y

y

11-2-

11-2-

11-2-

1

'

tan.

your old umbrellas. Some ge- has discovered that it is possl- Jto rob a bank with a fractured
rella rib.

Newman Outpoints Shaffer.
East Las Vegas. Harry Shaffer
was clearly outpointed in every round
of a
bout here by Louis
Newman of Denver.
ten-roun-

w is the oppartunlty for the ad
Brown Appointed U. S. Commissioner,
it who can develop a mosquito
Santa Fe T. J. Brown of Hachlta
lis as fastidious about biting as a
has been appointed United States com
trout
mlssioner by Judge W. H. Pope, vice
defending a ault for separate Jesse B. Hall, resigned.
tenance a man testified that bis
lalways won at poker. The
8herlffs Take Prisoners to Pen.
of this is striking.
Santa Fe. Sheriff C. R. Young of
Chavez and Sheriff J. F. Ward of
to those counterfeit $20 bills in Quay county, arrived here with pris
tlon, yon never have the slight- - oners. Mr. Young's son, Frank, a dep
iuble in remembering where you uty, went 0,1 to Springer, with some
Jur 20s, do you?
prisoners. The prisoners brought from
county were: Frank Boscoe
Chavez
to be hoped that, the swatting
to three and a half years for
fly having been raised to the three
stealing; J. J. Cutler, fifteen to
of a campaign, the usual lan- - horse
eighteen months for obtaining money
will not be used.
under false pretenses; R. P. Bonier"
the same time and offense. The
Tork church haa hired a doctor for
Intlst to look after the health prisoners from Quay were: Robert
and James McCormlck, both
of worshipers. How about Sullivan
f
given
years for burg
one
and
for the backsliders?
lary; Hicardo Aerez, five to seven
years for attempting to wreck a train;
Tier of those useless nolsea la
Jguaga Indulged In by the av- - John, anas "jack" Smith, one and a
years for burglary; Ralph Delany
taseball fan when the umpire half
to two years for forgery. Both
one
decision that doesn't please
sheriffs report lots of rain in their
respective sections.
Iryland farmer caught a black
V
First Shipment of Alfalfa.
the act of swallowing a cast
iblt That explains the disap- Dayton. The shipment of the first
of the cast iron dogs and alfalfa for this season has been good
lo tar, there being about twenty-tlvran shinned out to date.
one-hal-

e

Washington, D. C. For a second
time since his inauguration President I
wen.
Wilson appeared before a Joint sesSanta Fe will have a 4th of July sion of the two houses of congress.
' His message on a banking and curcelebration.
The banquet given in; Albuquerque rency reform system was delivered In
to Hon. A. A. Jones was a great suc- a clear, deliberate and distinct voice.
'
cess.
He raid:
to
The Tucumcarl creamery Is said
Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, Gentleoutput 7,000 pounds of butter per
men of the Congress:
week.
It is under the compulsion of what
A movement is on foot to complete
seems to me a clear and Imperative
duty that I huve a Becond time this
the organization of a G. A. R. association at Roswell.
session sought the privilege of adBert Levy of Alamogordo was dis dressing you in person. I know, of
course, that the heated season of the
charged from bankruptcy by Judg
year is upon us, that work in these
Pope of Santa Fe
A car of broom corn, another of chambers and in the committee rooms
soap weed and a third of hides were Is likely to become a burden as the
season lengthens, and that every conshipped from Logan.
sideration of personal convenience
With impressive ceremonies Flag and personal comfort, perhaps, In the
Day was observed by the Las Vegan
cases of soine of us, considerations of
lodge of Elks at the Elks' home.
personal health even, dictate an early
A petition for a special election on conclusion of the deliberations of the
the liquor question is being circulat session; but there are occasions of
ed at Roswell, and also at Dexter.
public duty when these things which
S. J. Blackburn, thirty-two- ,
a ranch
touch us privately seem very small;
man, living flftten miles south of when the work to be done is so pressTrinchera, was instantly killed by a ing and bo fraught with big consequence that we know that we are not
stroke of lightning.
at liberty to weigh against It any
William RelnBch, aged' elghty-slyears, died at the residence of his point of personal sacrifice. We are
daughter, Mrs. Richard Hays, in Las now in the presence of such an occasion. It Is absolutely imperative that
Vegas.
New
Mexico's Normal summer we should give the business men pf
country a banking and currency
school at Silver City began its sev- - this
system by means of which they can
ond week with an attendance of 238
make use of the freedom of enterprise
students.
of individual initiative which we
and
The Royal Arch Masons of Farm- - are about to bestow upon them.
ington completed the organization of a
We are about to set them free; we
new chapter of that body after a three must not leave them without the tools
days' session.
of action when they are free. We are
The Texas Fidelity and Bonding about to set them free by removing
Company, which made application to the trammels of the protective tariff.
do business in this state, has withEver since the civil war they have'
drawn Its application.
waited for this emancipation and for
The American Bank and Trust Com- the free opportunities it will bring
pany is in the hands of the state bank with it. It has been reserved for us
examiner. The assets are given at to give It to them. Some fell In love,
Indeed, with the slothful security of
$1G,000 and the liabilities $30,000.
Aaron M. Adler of Las Vegas has their dependence upon the governfiled a suit in bankruptcy in the Fed- ment; some took advantage of the
eral Court, He gives his liabilities at shelter of the nursery to set up a
mimic mastery of their own within
$18,965.71 and his assets at $20,550.
Its walls. Now both the tonic and
The Mutual Life Insurance Com- the discipline of liberty
and maturity
pany has come across with $8S0 back
are to ensue. There will be some
taxes on return premiums, which readjustments
of purpose and point of
helps swell the state, treasurer's ac- view.
will follow a period of
There
count.
expansion and new enterprise, freshAn agreement to
with ly conceived. It is for us to deterthe state of New Mexico in the pro- mine now whether it shall be rapid
tecting of game on national forests and facile and of easy accomplishhas been entered Into by the United ment. This it can not be unless the
States forest service.
resourceful business men who are to
During the past thre or four deal with the new circumstances are
months Silver City and Deraing havo to have at hand and ready for use the
ehlppod about 39,000 head of cattle, Instrumentalities and conveniences of
destined mostly for Colorado points, free enterprise
which independent
which were valued at $1,000,000.
men need when acting on their own
Ernest Carper was chosen artesian Initiative.
well inspector to succeed Byron O.
It is not enough to strike the
Beall at a meeting of the Artesla well shackles from business. The duty of
board In the office In the court house statesmanship is not negative merely.
at Roswell.
It is constructive also. We muBt show
what business
The first green peas were shipped that we understand
from Farmington last week, ami cher- needs and that we know how to supries are beginning to be placed on the ply it. No man, however casual and
local markets from the neighboring superficial his observation of the con
ditions now prevailing in the country,
fruit ranches.
being
Arrangements are
made for can fall to see that one of the chief
things business needs now, and will
the organization of the thirty-fourtneed increasingly as it gains in scope
annual Farmington fair. Farmington
years immediately
has the oldest fair organization iu the and vigor us,in the proper
is the
means by
ahead
of
state of New Mexico.
which readily to vitalize Its credit,
A fire at Clayton destroyed the M. corporate and individual, and Its origG. Tlxler building, facing the C. & S. inative brains.
What will it profit
depot. A building adjoining, occupied us to be free if we are not to have
as a saloon, was also destroyed. The the best and- - most accessible instru$2,000 Insurance will not cover the mentalities of commerce and enter- loss.
A tract of 47,000 acres of land in
Pollce Rely on Finger Print.
Otero county was recently secured by
Galton, finger print expert
Francis
a syndicate from the state. Tbepropauthority, estimates
that the
and
erty Is near Tularosa and will be cut
finding the fingers of two
up into tracts for colonization pur chances of
persons giving exactly the same imposes.
pression are ,not greater than one in
Four hundred and fifty pounds of 640,000,000,000. Police experts regard
cream was shipped from Montoya in finger prints, which can not be disone week, which means about $37.50 guised, as far the most conclusive
in cash distributed among a few men means of identification.
who have decided to try this branch
of farming.
Definition of a Gentleman.
A kindly heart, a quiet voice, polite
According to information given at
Roswell before Justice of the Peace R. words and manners, a band open to
D. Bell, by Mrs. Fannie Landau of help, attention to little things for. the
Lake Arthur the lower valley town Is comfort of others, freedom from anthe home of a brigade of window ger, beoastlng and patronizing; toward
the strong, courage; toward the weak,
smashers.
The convention of the Disciples of chivalry; toward all men, fairness.
Christ at Roswell was well attended, Few men ever see one In a mirror.
The Disciples expect to build a sani Life.
tarium in New Mexico the coming
Daily Thought.
year. The next convention will be held
Let your first effort be not for
at Las Vegas.
wealth, but independence,. Whatever
The residence of James M. McDou be your talents, whatever your prosgal at Demlng was destroyed by fire. pects, never be tempted to speculate
The house was occupied by a family away, on the chance of a palace, that
named Reed, who lost nearly all their which you need as a provision against
household goods. Two other fires the the workhouse. Lord Lytton.
1 name day
did but little damage.
.
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Urges Immediate Action on Measure for Elastic Money System
as a Companion Act to Administration Tariff Plan.

Aui.
Chautauqua Meeting at
Mountalnalr.
8ept. 29 to Oct. 4. State Fair at Albuquerque.
October.
PUmpkln Pie Day at Max- -

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Albuquerque, N. M. Fred O. Sena,

thirty years old, who was shot with a
Philadelphia la trying to get up a bullet from a rifle in Gallup, died at
his home in Albuquerque. Sena was
corner In baseball championships.
shot by a bullet believed to have been
Headline says: "Aged 83 and Wants fired by Hays Upton, a seventeen-year-olboy. A warrant has been issued
a Wife; Owns a Buggy." Also Is.
for young Upton and Instructions teleSometimes a mere look at one's graphed to Gallup to arrest him on a
purse will reduce the vacation fever.
charge of murder, bond being asked
in the sum of $3,000.
Possibly men are going to raise
Together with a number of comwhiskers Just to make the women Jeal- panions, Sena was returning to Galous.
lup on the day of the shooting, after
having played' a game of baseball at
"Without warning." writes a re Heaton. Some of the boys and men
porter, "the boom began to creak and became involved in a quarrel with a
groan."
relative of the Upton boy. Upton, it is
stated secured a rifle and fired into
There will be a terrible run for the crowd, striking Sena. It was at
aerums when they begin to cure first believed
that the wound was not
wrinkles.
dangerous. Emergency treatment was
in Gallup and after several
What will happen when a goat eats rendered
one of those ultramodern explosive days Sena was brought to his home
here. He failed steadily until the end
golf balls?
came. He leaves a wife and small
baby and a number of other relatives.
A fortune of a million or so awaits
District Attorney M. U. Vigil was in
a man named Brown. He ought to
Gallup at the time of the shooting and
be easy to find.
investigated it thoroughly making inBy a beneficent law of nature and quiries of all Important witnesses.
trade the watermelon Is cheapest
when It la best
Hudspeth Names Deputies.
Santa Fe Hon. A. H. Hudspeth-oIn these days when a box Is more or WJiite Oakes, appointed United
States
less indefinite, why not sell strawber- marshal for New Mexico by the new
by
ries
the pound?
national administration and the first
of the four big federal positions of the
No doubt the generous baseball fans
to be named, was sworn in by
are willing to give their share of the state
Federal Court Clerk Harry Lee and
rains to the farmers.
is now in charge. The force under
Philadelphia has a school for milk Marshal Hudspeth is made up as folmen, but has to send its mayor else- - lows: C. Newcomer, chief office dep,
.i
...
uty, and William Rose, office deputy,
nuaie iur au euucuuuu.
both of whom are under civil service.
The Sunday automobile fatality is Alferido Delgado of Santa Fe is chief
now as regular in its occurrence as field deputy, and other deputies are M.
B. Baca, formerly of Guadalupe counjthe Sunday drowning.
ty, and J. R. Galusha-o- t
Albuquerque.
Baseball U a popular sport In the
anal cone, but Culebra out continues
Schedule of Institutes.
o do most of the sliding.
Santa F6. The following state institutes will be held this summer:
Men like to talk about their achieve
2G.
county
ments, while women are content to Mora county at Mora, June
2G.
Taos
Taos,
June
at
filk about their neighbors.
Rio Arriba county at El Rito, June
2(i.
Curry county at Clovls,
A Danish inventor has contrived war
2. Guadalupe county at
hachlnes to be covered by crops. This July
2. RooseJuly
Rosa,
Santa
111
exciting.
make plowing
velt county at Portales, July
1C.
Quay county at Tucumcarl,
I
The most fitting punishment for a
Dona Ana county at Las
Igamlst would be a sentence to Jtve August
Cruces, August
Torrance counith both bis wives at once.
Unty at Mountalnalr, August
wearing ion county at Clayton, August
to
be
are
said
(Women doubtless what they blush
sly ask ask for Is half hose.
George Coleman Arrested.
Albuquerque.
George Coleman,
frhe world must be getting better. (Wooden Legged Bill), who escaped
e proprietor of a Chicago cafe ad- - from the county Jail in Santa Fe on
rtlses the fact that he has no cab- - the night of June 9th, was arrested in
Albuquerque and taken back to tha-penitentiary.
Denver man with a broken neck
Utendlng to bis business which la
Big'Falling Off in Wool Clip.
the watching of balloon ascen
It is announced that New
Roswell.
ts.
Mexico's wool clip will fall short by
he alarm clock trade ought to 6,000,000 pounds this season owing
per If the police succeed in put- - principally to the shipment of large
silencer on the early morning numbers of sheep to market.
jive

CURRENCY MESSAGE TO CONGRESS

h

'

prise? What will It profit us to be
quit of one kind of monopoly if we
are to remain In the grip of another
and more effective kind? What shall
we say if we make fresh enterprise
necessary and also, make it very difficult by leaving all else except the
tariff just as we found It? The tyrannies of business, big and little, He
within the field of credit. We know,
that. SlialP we not act upon the)
knowledge? Do we not know how to
act upon It? If a man can not make
hla assets available at pleasure, bis
assets of capacity and character and
resource, what satisfaction is it 'to
him to see opportunity beckoning to
him on every hand, when others have
the keys of credit lit their pockets and
treat them as all but their own private possession? It is perfectly-ele- ar
that it is our duty to supply the new
banking and currency system the
country needs, and that It will Immediately need it more than ever.
The only question is, when shall we
supply It now, or later, after the demands shall have become reproaches
that we were so dull and so' slow?
Shall we hasten to change the tariff
laws and then be laggards about making it possible and easy for the country to take advantage of the change?
There can be only one answer to that
question.' We must act now, at whatever sacrifice to ourselves. It is a
duty which the circumstances forbid
us to postpone. I should be recreant
to my deepest convictions of publio
obligation did I not press it upon you
with solemn and urgent'insistence.
upon which we
The principles
should act are also clear. The country has sought and seen its path in
this matter within the last few years
sees it more clearly now than it
ever saw It before much more clearly than when the last legislative proposals on trie subject were made. We
must have a currertcy, not rigid as
now, but readily, elastically responsive to sound credit, the expanding and
contracting credits of everyday trans
actions, the normal ebb and flow of
personal and corporate dealings. Our
banking laws must mobilize reserves;
must not permit the concentration
anywhere in a few hands of the monetary resources of the country for their
use for speculative purposes' in such
volume as to hinder or impede or
stand in the way of other more legitimate, more fruitful uses. And the
control of the system of banking and
of issue which our new laws are to set
up must be public, not private, must
be vested in the government itself, so
that the banks may be the instruments, not the masters, of business
and of individual enterprise and initiative.
The committee of the congress to
which legislation of this character Is
referred have devoted careful and dispassionate study to the means of accomplishing these objects. They have
honored me by consulting me. They
are ready to suggest action. I have
corne to you, as the head of the government and the responsible leader of
the party in power, to urge action
now, while there is time to serve the
country deliberately and as we should,
In a clear air of common counsel. I
appeal to you with a deep conviction
of duty. I believe that you share this
conviction. I therefore appeal to you
with confidence. I am at your service without reserve to play my part
in any way you may call upon me to
play it in this great enterprise of
exigent reform which it will dignify
and distinguish us to perform and
discredit us to neglect.
Emergency Piea.
One night Marjorle and her sister
were enjoying a pillow fight before
going to sleep. They had been told
repeatedly to be quiet. Finaily'thelr
mother could stand the ' noise no
longer and started for their room.
They heard her coming, and
Marjorie dropped down on her knees
beside her bed and said: "Oh, God
please turn me into a mouse, eo I can
hide under the bureau!"
His Future Assured.
"Does my boy," inquired the parent,
"seem to have a natural bent in any
one direction?' "Yes, sir," saldans
teacher. "He gives every indication
of being a captain of industry some
day. He gets the other boye to do
all his work for him."
.

Scientific Point Cleared Up.
German astronomer has published a series of tables which seem
to show a connection between the appearance Of SUn BDOtK and tha tu.K.
bling motion of the earth on its axis,
due, perhaps, to a variation la tat
sun's magnetism,
A

me MDY; W.

almost a part of tbe granite Itself, al- floor, seated himself on a stool wit
though the roof, partly demolished his back to the wall.
As a squally gust soon blows Itself
and restored. Imparted to It an anomalous distinctness, the bright new tile out, so their temper, mercurial, did
prominent as patches on some dilapi- not long endure; from a ragged coat
dated garment. In its doorway, be- one produced dice, another cards, and.
although there were few sous to exneath a monkish Inscription, well-nigobliterated, stood a dwarf, or hunch- change hands, tbe hazard of tossing
back, who, jingling a bunch of great
ud shuffling exercised
its usual
keys,
regarded the ap- charm and held them. Tbe minutes
wore away; motionless In his eomer,
proaching trio.
"What now?" The little man's wel- the mountebank now watched; thea
come, as mountebank
and soldiers with hiw bead on his elbow, seemed
came within earshot, was not reassur- sunk in thought Once he rose; stood
ing. "Isn't It enough to make prison- on his stool and looked out between
ers of all the scamps in Christendom the heavy bars of tbe narrow window.
without taking vagabond players Into
"Not much chance tc get out that
custody?"
way," observed a fellow prisoner.
"Orders, good Jacques!" said one of "What did you see?"
the soldiers In a conciliatory tone.
"Only a chasm in the sands."
"The commandant's!"
"The sands!" said the man. "Cursed
The commandant!" grumbled the the day I set foot on them!"
grotesque fellow. "It is all very well,"
To this malediction tbe other did
" 'Turn them over to not answer; stepped down and, again
mimicking:
-EFT
THZ BOBB3 MFRRlkL CO.
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Jacques. He'll find room.' If this seated In his corner, waited, while the
by the sight of his distress. "It wasn't no thought do I not know that If I keeps on, we'll soon have to make light that had grudgingly entered lb
cages of confessionals, or turn the narrow aperture grew fainter. With
8YN0P3IS.
his fault!"
tried, your sword "
wine-butt- s
In the old cellar Into oubli the growing darkness tbe atmosphere
"No; it wasn't his fault!" said oth"Quite right.
Comtesse Ellse, daughter of the governettes."
ers.
solseemed to become closer, more foul;
"There,
said
other
the
there!"
or of the Mount, has chanco encounter
"If any of our ancient flavor lingers but although he breathed with diffwith a peasant boy. The "Mount," a small
"Eh?" Wheeling sharply, the com- dier, a big,
appearing felon
d
Island, stood In vast bay
and mandant gazed; at the lowering faces low. "He's harmless enough, and," as In the casks, your guests would have iculty, the mountebank suffered no
the northwestern coast of France, govduring the time of Louis XVI. was a
that dared question his authority; once more they moved on, "that tune little reason to complain!" returned sign of Impatience or concern to
ernment stronghold.
Develops that the then at his own soldiers. On the of yours. Monsieur Mountebank," ab the other soldier. "But this fellow
escape him; only more alertly looked
peasant boy was the Bon of Seigneur
and listened to a night bird cleavnobleman. Young Desaurac deter- beach he might not have felt so se- ruptly; "it runs in my head. Let me he'll make no trouble "
mines to secure an education and become cure, but here, where twenty,
"Oh, I suppose we'll have to take ing the air without;
see how does it go? The second
to muttered
a gentleman; sees the governor's daughcare of him!" muttered the dwarf. "In sounds, thieves' patois, or snatches of
could defend a pass and a verse, I mean"
ter depart for Paris. Lady Ellse returns
after seven years' schooling, and enter- mob batter their heads In vain against
the thieves' Inn there's always room ribald mirth within; and, ere long, to
"Beat! beat!
tains many nobles. Her Ladyship dances
for one more!" Obeying the gesture, new complainings.
with strange fisherman, and a call to walls.Jie could well afford a confident
Mid marsh-muc- k
and
mire.
arms Is made In an effort to capture a front !'Up with you!" he cried stern
at once menacing and Imperious, that
For If any note
Our supper! What of our supper?"
mysterious Le Seigneur Nolr. He escapes.
Escapes a frog's throat,
accompanied these words, the mountea conLady Ellse is caught In the "Grand" tide. ly and gave the mountebank
The foul fiend take the auberge dea
fieware
my
lord's Ire!"
The Black Seigneur rescues and takes temptuous thrust.
bank, whq had been eyeing his pro- voleurs and its landlord?"
that
her to his retreat. Ellse discovers fish.
Yes; that's the one. Not bad!' spective host not without visible
For the first time the man's apathy
her savior was the boy with the ar"Vral dieu! Here he comes!" aa
humming
signs of misgiving, reluctantly entered. the footsteps were beard without
Sanchez, the Seigneur' servant. Is
arm
shot
him;
his
to
seemed
desert
rested and brought before the governor. back like lightning, but almost at once
But as he did so, he looked back;
"For If any note
Lady Ellse has Sanchez set free. SeigAnd the door, opening, revealed. In
Escapes a frog's throat
neur and a priest at the "Cockles." Santoward the soldier who had displayed deed, In the rushlight, now dimly ill
fell to his side, while an expression,
bemy
Ire!"
J.ady
Ellse
lord's
Beawre
chez tells Desaurac that
play.
in
atone
to
for
Interest
if
the
as
apologetically
abject,
trayed him, but Is not believed. The
minatlng the hall, the hunchback,
"Are the verses your own?"
Seigneur plans to, release prisoners at the that momentary fierce impulse, over"If you care to know more about the not laden, however, with the longed-fo- r
player,"
poor
Mount. Lady Eltse pleads with her fath"
only
a
"Oh,
no!
I'm
go,"
piece
he began, when the maledicer to spare the lives of condemned pris- spread his dull visage. "Oh, I'll procreature comforts, but empty-handeBut tions and abuse of the misshapen
said the mountebank humbly.
oners. Disguised as a peasntit Lady he said In accents servile. And
at his back the commandant
hears
people
and
mingles
a
with
the
Ellse
keeper put a stop to further converceeded hurriedly to gather up the re an honest one." he added after
A mysterious
some startling facts.
and a number of soldiers.
Mon
Inn,
pause,
thieves'
this
post"and
I
m
sent
the
mountebank
and
sation
dolls.
and
of
Mountebank starts a riot.
his theater
mains
"You fellow with the dolls!" Blinksieur?" returning to the subject of his haste into the darkness of the cavern-likwilling to go."
in the glare of the torches, the
ing
CHAPTER XVI. (Continued.)
possible fate, "this auberge des vohall Intersecting the ground floor.
peered In. "Where are you?
dwarf
said,
place
your
may
master,"
he
bad
a
"You
rob
leurs that sounds like
On either side closed doors, vaguely
CHAPTER XVII.
along!" as the mountebank
Come
banalite,
'In effect; "defraud him of
for an honest lodging,
discerned, hinted at the secrets of the
bardage and those other few taxes The Mountebank and the Hunchback
"It was once under the old monks, chambers they guarded; the atmos rose, "you are wanted."
"Wanted?" repeated the player,
necessary to his dignity and position;
Up the Mount with shambling step, who were very merry fellows; but phere, dark and close, proclaimed the
forward. "Where?"
stepping
restored,
it
but you can't defraud Me!" Where- head down-ben- t
had
it
Governor
stranger
long
a
the
sunlight
there. At the
and the same stupid since
upon he proceeded to wrest what he expression .on his face, the mounte has become a sober and quiet place. end of the ball the dwarf, who had
"At the palace," Bald the commanwanted from the bad peasant by force bank went docilely, though not silent It Is true there are iron bars Instead walked with the assurance of one well dant.
and the aid of the broomstick! ac- ly. To one of the soldiers at his side of blinds, and you can't come and go. acquainted with that musty Interior
"The palace!" stopping short "Who
with a well he spoke often, voicing that dull ap- as they UBed to, but
companying the
and all it contained, paused; shot can want me there?"
rhymed homily on what would certain Drehenslon he had manifested when
"Who?" The dwarf made a grimace.
Is that it up there?" And the sharply a bolt and threw open a door.
ly happen to every peasant who first ordered Into custody.
mountebank pointed toward a ledge of The action was the signal for a chorus "Who?" be repeated mockingly.
sought to deprive his lord of feudal
"Her ladyship," said the command- "Do you think they'll put me in a rock, with strong flanking buttresses of hoarse voices ffom within, and the
rights. At this point a growing rest dungeon?"
outjutting beneath a mysterious-loo- k
Iveness on the part of the audience
"Dungeon, indeed!" the man an- lng wall and poised over a sparsely
found resentful expression.
"For such as wooded bit of the lower Mount. "The
swered not
"That for your devil's stick!"
the gray stone building you can Just see
keetf
you!
No, no! They'll
"To the devil with the devil!"
oubliettes, calottes, and all the dark above the ramparts, and that opening
"Down with the devil!"
holes for people of consequence trait- in the cliff to the right, with some
The cry, once started, was not easy ors, or your fine gentry consigned by thing running down that looks like
to stop; men In liquor and ripe for lettres de cachet."
planking "
mischief repeated it; in vain the
"Oh, that Is for the wheel "
o
O
O Jt
do you think they will
u
what
"Then
mountebank pleaded: "My poor dolls! do with me?"
"The wheel?"
My poor theater!" Unceremoniously
"The ereat wheel of the Mount! It
"Wait, and find out!" returned the
they tumbled it and him over; a few. soldier roughly, and the mountebank was built in tne time or me monas
'who had seen nothing out of the or spoke no more for some time; held and was used for
dinary In the little play took his part; his head lower, until, regarding him,
Hold your tongue!" said the other
words were exchanged for blows, with his guardian must needs laugh soldier, and the trio entered the great
many fighting for the sake of fighting, "Here's a
craven-heartefellow! gate, which had opened at their apwhen into the center of this, the real Well, if you really want s to know, proach, and now closed quickly be
stage, appeared soldiers.
they'll probably lock you up for the hind them
"What does It mean?" Impressive night with the rest of
For the first time In that isolated
"
indl
in gold adornment and conscious au- eating the other prisoners, a short domain of the dreaded Governor, the
thority, the commandant himself came
ahead, "In the cellar, or al mountebank appeared momentarily to
' down the steps. "Who dares make riot distance
monry, or auberge des voleurs; and in forget his fears and gazed with Inter
on a day consecrated to the holy the morning. If you re lucky and the est around him. On every side new
relics? But you shall pay!" as the Governor has time to attend to such and varying details unfolded to the
soldiers separated the belligerents. as you, It may be you'll escape with a eye; structures that from below were
"Take those men into custody and
etched against the sky in filmy lines,
few stripes and a warning.
who Is this fellow?" turning to the
des voleurs! the here resolved themselves Into vast,
The auberge
mountebank, a mournful figure above thieves' Inn!" said the man. "What solid, but harmonious masses.
the wreckage of his theater and poor is that?"
Those ribbons of color that had
puppets scattered, haphazard, like victo fall from the wooing sky, to
seemed
too
much!
to
know
want
You
"Bah!
tims of some untoward disaster.
heights, proved, indeed,
these
adorn
only
as
your
moved
legs
fast
now
"It was his play that started the If your tongue " And the speaker fallacious; more somber effects, the
as
.trouble," said one of the officers.
sentence with a sig black touches of age, confronted the
"Diable!" the commandant frowned. completedJog the
on
other s shoulders eye everywhere, save on one favored
the
niflcant
"What have you to say for yourself?" Whereupon the mountebank quick front that of a newer period, an
"I," began the mountebank, "I " he
ened his footsteps, once more ceased architectural addition whose Intricate
his questioning. It was the soldier carvings and beautiful roses of stone
rays;
who had not yet spoken, but who had Invited and caught the warmer
buds
been pondering a good deal on the whose little balcony held real dangway up, who next broke the silence, and flowers, bright spots of pink
"How did it end. Monsieur Mounte ling from, or nestlin&at, the window's
edge.
bank? the scene with the devil,
"Yonder looks like some grand
mean."
bower," as he followed his cap
lady's
begun
to
breathe
had
man
who
The
past
this more attractive edifice,
tors
to
not
climb
accustomed
hard, as one
ventured to observe.
ing, or wearied by a Jong pilgrimage the mountebank
lives there"
to the Mount, at the question ven- "Now, perhaps,
"Hark you, my friend," one of the
tured to stop and rest, with a hand on
bruskly Interrupted; "a piece
soldiers
of
the
little
balustrade
granite
the
His Excellency likes not
of
advice.
reached.
"In
they
had
Just
platform
does he countenance
neither
babblers,
peasant,
and a comic
the death of the
gossip; and If you'd fare well, keep
chorus of frogs," he answered.
yourself!"
"A comic chorus!" said the soldier. your tongue to
try to remember," said the
I'll
"I'll
very
amusip.g."
be
must
"That
docilely, but as he spoke,
"It is," the "mountebank said, at the mountebank
toward the balcony; at
back
looked
studying,
from where he
same time
full on lta winOh, I Suppose We'll Have to Take Care of Him!"
stood, different parts of the Mount the gleaming reflection
turn In the way cut off
with cautious, sidelong looks; "but my dows; then a prospect,
only
and
the
stayed
not on the order of ant. frith a reproving glance at
little man
the pleasing
poor frogs! all torn! trampled!"
lofty,
thrusting
heavier
of
tbe
the mounte- jailev.
going,
but,
foundations
his
grim
unnot
said
the
other
well!"
"Well,
- threshold,
leaped
ana
mas
the"Her ladyship!"
tne
across
on
oneTiand
bank
structure
can
mend
them
when
kindly. "You
"Haven't you ears, my man?'
give masonry ramparts on the other nimbly back, slammed hard the door,
you get out."
commandant frowned and mad
and locked it.
" 'When!' If I only knew when that greeted the eye.
Cries of disappointment and rage impatient gesture. "Come, bestir
For some distance they continued
would be! What If I should have to
"Down With the Devill"
alonz the narrow way, the mounte followed, and, facing the company that self! The Governor's daughte
stay here like some of the others?
bank bending lower under his load crowded the dingy little room almost commanded your presence."
repeated, when courage and wcrds pour etre oublle! to be forgotten?"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
get
'
on
faster," said and observing the Injunction put upon to suffocation, the latest comer found
alike seemed to fall him.
"If you don't
The commandant made a gesture. the soldier who had first spoken, "you him, until the path, broadening, led himself confronted by unkempt people
Notable Wedding Annlversarf
"Up with him I To the top of the won't be buried alive for .some time them abruptly on to a platform where who shook their fists threateningly
A golden wedding celebrate
a stone bouse of ancient construction and execrated in no uncertain manMount!"
to come, at least!"
spectators of his Rothesay, Buteshire, England, tl
"No, no!". At once -- the fellow's
"Pardon!" muttered the mounte- barred their further progress. But ner. A few, formerlyagain
to vent their er day, possessed several notabll
building,
height,
this
Inclined
play.
in
little
stories
very
two
steep."
it
it
. voice came back to him. "Don't take bank. "The hill
The family party, incj
me there, Into the terrible Mount!
"You look strong enough to climb a an alien edifice amid loftier piles, humor on him, but he regarded them ures.
pushed Grandchildren, numbered about Cf
Don't lode me up!"
dozen hills, and if you're holding back stood sturdily perched on a precipi as If unaware of their feeling;
tous cliff. Tne rough stonework of Its none too gently to a tiny window, and. of tbe sons present some traveled
"Don't lock him up!" repeated come for a chance to escape "
ne in the crowd, moved apparently
"No, no!" protested the man. "I bad front, darkened by time, made it seem depositing bis burden on the stone South Africa and Canada,
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C. SAVAGE
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California State Life Ins. Co.

and Pub'r

SACRAMENTO,
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th 1907 at th Kenna,
New Mexico, Pos Oftr, as second Class
Mail Matter.

Subscription $1.00 Per Year In

PMTMttTEi.

FOURTH CLASS
'

Saturday,

EXAMIN-

ATION.
July

12,

Depftrtmpnt
Oml

1913.

friends.

Mrs. W. P. Littlefield ao
compained by Miss Boone of
Jloswell came up Monday for a

vacation on the ranch.
Fly swatting contests are

get-tin-

g

to be very common this
npnsmi... On.. l!t
tin nun
l,..fteen ji"ir
aawuju
old boy in a certain contest
killed 3713G3 flias and was
awarded $16.00 in cash.
RENT.

FOR

two, room house with

Good

good well of water, located near
the school house. Inquire of
John A. Kimmons.
GRASSHOPPERS

WINGS.

HAVE

Prof. Smith of the U. S. Bureau of Agriculture, who was
rnshud from .Kansas to thn
grasshopper infested district
near Elula, has made his report.
He bays they are now developing wingsj and are disbandoning
materially. They havechapged
their direction from northeast
to a northerly
one.-rIt3w-

ell

Morning News.

Luther Pilant an employe

of

Ernest Mounts' Dry Cleaning e.s
tablishment at Iioswell washor- i I')ly burned to death Wednesday
morning in gasoline explosion.

Just how it all happened no
one knows, but it is known that

lie had just put some gasoline in
the small reservoir back of the
dry cleaning machine and was
carrying the lemaindcr of. the
gasoline to the rear end of the
building when the gasoline took
fire. Upon his discovering the
fire he made a rush to the door
tn flirnnr it nnf. nnif in tln'a rnoli
J

.. .

n

r

i.

ji.

.the gasoline over him and at the
rame timeit exploded.
Assistance came to him at
nce, but he was frantic and
yelling fiercely and his strength
ivas more than his help could
uandle at once. Their best

HARDWARE

Farm Implements

Building Material
of tlie IntPflnr,

W

B.

t tttlSwBlli M. M. J'uVm IT. IUl.1:
Nollw U hrWiiV ilVert thAk e
A. Cooke,
iWdon,
of
N. M.. who, on Sept. 30. mis, mnd
H. K. Ser. No. 03CI9S, for Lots I prut t. NK";
and KM SK!. Seo. SO. Township 8 ,4.. Iloriire
S4 K.. N. M. P. MerliHnni hi filed notice of .Intention to riVte three-rea- r
Proof, to establish claim to JJie land above rlescrlhed, before Dane. Savage, U. S. .ComniUsloner, In
bis office at Kenna, N. M. oh Aug. I, 1013,

if

gf AM
Groceries.

:

trfinrl

'

all Kind,

of

arid

FAN.6

The United States Civil StirV--icCommission announces that
on date named above an examin"
.
'
' iff
ation will be held at Kenna, N.
9reprUtert ef the
,
Mex. as a result of. which it is
expected to rnake certification
Clalmnnt names aa witnesses:.
r,o fill a contemplated
vacancy Millard C. Baiter, Fred W. DnVls. these of
N. M. I,otlls O. Urowi. of Thorhhnm, N.
in the position of fourth class Nobe,
M. Jamee W. Tnyhm bf Jurtsdh, N. M.
3
We tliaki WWlil jtjti Want Hi thll Uriel fanksj Well cHsltigl
postmaster of class
at HUW T. Id', f lUiViii. . TteitUer.
FT'.
Troujlls. Repair work neatly and promptly done.
Vaterlng
"t.
Boaz, N. Mex. and other VacanNotice for Pnhiiciatknto,
...
&
cies as they may occur at that
V. f.
004V5
office, unless it shall be decided D.epatHient of the Interior, IJ. S. Land
at Fort Sumner, N. M. Jane 3. 1!t 3.
v
tu.
,1V- .w iiv nv atv
(tk nt
irn nv
k
u arv jn.
in the interests of the service to Offlee
Notice Is hereby (riven that Ctilumbui Q.
fill the vacancy by reinstate- Stroud, of Olive, N. M. who on thy 0, 1100,
additional H E. Nd. 0641V, for NF)!,
ment The compensation of the made
14. N': M. f USee. 31. Twn. 4 fl.. Knnirr
postmaster at this office was rldlun, litis fllefj Rdtlce oi intention to make
IbfBC year Proof, to estnbMsh'Cliilm to the
$259 for the last fiscal year.
land above described, he fore Pnn.C. Savage,
THE KENNA BANK & TRUST CO. K
Age limit, 21 years and over U. S. Commissioner. In bfs'offlde ' at Kenna K
7"
N. M. on August 1. 1113.
on the date of the examination, Claimant names as
witnees:
JeffSD. White Pres. So. .7. CittlefteiJ Vice Wi M
with the exception that in a Oeorge A. Malone of Kennn;,?P
M. John
1
Clyde B. Peters, Clnrfirjcti W. tjoni.
State where- - womn beclared by Schlrclt,
r; JVNfeKt'.
all of Olive, K. M.
statute to bo of full age for all
purposes at 18 years, women iB
1.
notice for rrnticiTiox.
years of age on the date of the
01WI15
examination will be admitted.
H
Denartment of tho iiitfiKlnr
Applicants must reside within Land Office at Iioswell. N.M. irme 17, 1913.
Is hereby given that Knl L. I.ove
the territory supplied by the ofNotice
.
Kllilns, N. M. who. on Jrine
mnrte
post office for which the exam- II. R Ser. No.01Wl&. for 8W.lj:eo. 17: and
on Oct. 1. 1110. made add' ehtilf .fcerliil No.
ination is announced.
OS34H7. for
6eo. 1, Twi. ifis?: Range t
vrij respeczruuij,
The examination is open to all F..; N. M. P. jJerldliin. has nlCifinotlcte of
mnlte tiirefe'seur Piiiiof) to establtention
to
citizens of the United States ish claim to tlie land
above .described, before
W. SB. Scott,
who can comply With thte
Oarrcll, U. S. Commlssloner'lh Ills office
J.

1

I

1

KENNA TIN SHOP

.

V

Aunmons &rcs.

nori-ebf-

aru,
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Jit-Ail-

aww
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awa.

11a
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Ktrictlij a home'institution

:

ff?ilHT--'- S

Your patronage solicited. $
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'

.

LUMBER

Notice for PnMlratlon.

-,

e

LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
Legal Blanks printed anil tor
sale by the Kenni Record.
W. P. Eittlefidd returned
Monday from a few days stay
at Koswell.
.Mrs. E. V. Calhoun of Boaz,
left Tuesday for Kansas points
for an extended visit, with""" her
children and other relatives and

SXaten

STATE AGENTS,

Advance

Advertlselnc rates made known on applical Ion

ht tfcfe Pebpi..

RYDER & HASTETTER

Entered Fcbuary

M

KENNA LUMBER

CALIFORNIA

Capital Paid up $500,000. Pollcteis that

Ul-l'-

In-

quirements,
Apnlicatioiforms and full in-- f
rmation concerning the requirements of the examination
can lie secured from the postmaster at Boaz. N. Mex. or from
the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.
Application should be prop
erly executed and filed with the
Commission at Washington at
least, 7 days before the date of
the examination, otherwise.it
may be impracticable to ex
amine the applicant.
U. S. CIVIL SERVICE
CUMMISION.

Try the C. II. Stuart Nral
extract, put iip in yhe tube form.
it contains no water or alcohol
The pure extract 25c "per tube
goes as far as $1.25 of the otlter
kind, . Sold by Kenna Lumber
Co. and Jones & Pirtle at Ken.

' adv

na, N. M.

'

LAND OFFICE MOVES SATURDAY

The local United States land
office will move to their new
quarters the third flour of the
new federal building Saturday.
However, the business of the
office will be conducted at the
old stand that day. On Monday
all the business will be transacted from the new office.
ll
Morning News.

at

Kllilns, N. M. on Aug. 4, 191.1.:

Claimant names as witnesses:
Hnrve Dooley. Ruble Falriloti. fieorire
nine, nriijiimm 1. cooperi an. pi Kimns,
M.

T. it'.
'

JST-Jy-

TJi,itsh.
J.Reglster.

NOTICE OF COJNT.Ssjr.
Department of the IntefVlr, V.

Caaiier.

W
N.

Dr.'H. L. Fiscus.

S,

Land Offloe at Roswelh 1C1 M. Jthie S3, 1113.
To llobert P. Chapman of hunger Lake,
Contest ee: '
You.are hereby notilled that Mary S. Hoop
er who gives Hanger Lake. New"' Meilco. as
his
address, did on April 3S. 1018,
Hie In this office his duly corroborated appli
cation to ontest and secure the eancelln
Hon of your homestead entry Serial No.
01674S. made March 1. lOoil, for, NWW. Sec.
13. Twp. 11 S., ItangeRO E. N. M. P. Meridian,
and as grounds for his contest' .he allecres
that said entryman never mode settlement
on said homestead nor established his .rest
denee- - thereon, but wholly abandoned . the
'
same.
Yon are, therefore, further notified that Ibe
said allegations will be taken by this office as
having been confessed by you. and your said
entry will be canceled thereupdnr without your,
further right to be heard therein, either before
this office or mi appeal, If you fall th fll Itr thlo
twenty days after the FOl'KTH
Publication of this notice, as Shown below, your
answer, under oath, spaclAcally meeting and
responding to the
allegations of contest. ' or
If yon fall within that time to file In this office
due proof that you have served a eopy of your
answer on the said contestant either In person
or by registered mall. If this service Is made by
the delivery of a eopy of yonr answer to the
contestant In person, proof of sncli service must
be either the said contestant's wr'lfen aoknowl
eclgmentof Ills receipt of the copy, showing the
date of Its receipt, or the affidavit of the person
by whom the delivery was made Slating when
and where the copy was delivered; If maxle by

ffhqsieiaii

A ifurfcebit,
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and ffrep.
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' NOJICE OF CONTEST.
S

03924

Contest

.

1V

.lea
lue
.

lt

SI.00
end
Write o6aj Band IS emto to
pecking end receive the abuve "F aiuiea CollaaUon," as
Selliar with ouc Flaw ajid l,ilrncllve llardan Uulda. m
T
CO.
8KKD
NOUTUKKN
GKKAT
1401
Boekford, Illinois
St.
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pay patae
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

unIt feb states Land office

h

Fort Sumner, New Mexico. June

SO,

1113,

DAVID L. GEYER

To Nellie H. Stoddard of Ellda. N. M. Con

LAND OFFICE PRACTICE

You are hereby notilled that Mary B. Hlsli.
op. who ifives Kenna. N. M. as his post-officaddress, did oh May SI, 1113, file In this, office
nut amy corroborated application to contest
and secure the cancellation of your home
stead entry Serial No. Wst. made Jan.. t5
1907, for SWK, Seo. S8. Twp. 4 8.. Rnnite 30
E.. N, M. P. Meridian, and as itrounds for
hlsoontesthe alleges tnat you bare wholly
abandoned the said land and hare no I resided
and cultivated it for more- than two years

A SPECIALTY.
Offioc In Rtmoni Bleek

testee:

ROSWELL,

-

N.M.

aliriK
ooooooose
Koo
ft
8 R. L. ROBERSOIM,

Barber

x
last pest.
You are. therefore, further notified that
the said alleiratinna will be taken by this
NORTIl 8IDK-office as bavinii been confessed by you. and
your said entry win e canceled thereunder
Agent for the Panhandle Steam
without your further riirbt to be heard there'
1
aassaaalssiu
Ros-weAHbltt. Y
In, either before this offioe or on
aiieal. If
were made to controle
you fail to llle tn this office within twenty 0 Phon.
.N
13
da.vs after the KOl'lCTII publication of this
j'ilant and fimother the flames
notice,
as shown below, your anawer. under
Inch covered his body,-ball Beginning with the first of
oath, jtpeclllcally meeting- - and responding to
ere in vain until his skin was July I will si
selling out all
allegations
these
of contest, or If you fail
'
within that time to Hie tn this 001065 due
"
"
"
third
July
1913.
11,
6hoes and hats
lrned to a crip.
cost and be " "
"
fourth
July 18, 1913. proof that you have served a copy of your
was at once carried to the low, if you have a few share
answer on the said contestant either tn
person or by registered mail. If this
pspital whero he received med-ja- l dimes you can fine get some
A
Some women work harder ia made by the delivery, of a copy ofservice
W ats
your flea
bargains.
aid. He died at 3:55 p. m.
answer to the contestant in person, proof
entertaininp: than they would of
such service must be eltber the said
In the meatime I will sell you doing a washing.
'
contestant's written acknowledgment of his
jSome people rise by getting in
receipt of the copy, showing the duie of
as any one
the ground lloor of every- - groceries as cheap
Its receipt, or the affidavit, of the person by
Mexico.
in
Anil VrVft lArnnf
tA
P.
T.
Bell.
ia
-- There
quite an army of whom the delivery was made stating when cry
bv
comes nlo- g.
.lug
UVUl KV
man
business
who wishes
copy
aud
was
where
the
delivered;
If
mnde
grasshoppers
still
we6fc
working
j.Y conscience needs exercise to
be knew BUSINESS LAW.
Deafness Cannot
Cured
br registered mail, proof of such service that
!
Writi tmimr
u toll y. kwIthw Imm utte
by local aunllrationa. aa tlwv eeniint f.Mh th. rfta. of town r- - They reached Frank must consist of the affidavit of the person
mt
ymmw m.m
k4rS
yM( M
it in a healthy condition.
,li
tuned porlkm o( the ear.
mpm
to
ktMlMM
only out any M
wttk
'mere
trtslkhis lb, ku hm mt laaeiM
by
copy
whom
was
the
stating
mailed
when
Knights
place
eure dcanieaa, and Mutt fti by eonetliuiiuiml reaiwlks.
Wednesday morn
tm itM. Thlm ll.ktM.1. lusitxl.al
aWtMlil
. a...
.aa.
leelm-ato caueed by na In (turned cundltkm ol tlie
whm hmwm mimm4 mr
snd the post office to which It was mailed, mdvaUM
Ik
iuiiuUm rUal.a
vr sUato -la
laMUeLW CWMss1lleri.a b
Mav.al
lien Into ing and are moving in a south
STIie man who makes the most Uucuuato lining ul the KuHadiian Tube.
and this affidavit must be aocompalned Litube
tniurawl you have a rumbling sound or
imr AHII))M JOiMfai
tf
Uw CutirM wticliflUfor practical. mu&
receipt for the letter.
e
and wlion H to entirely eloevd.
direction.
they theYoupostmaster's
seem?
se in talking makes the leant
to the mult, and uiilraa the Inllammatlou ran be
(i our UnuylwU, Fimctical. BuwueM
should state in your answer the name
Lw OourM txtt Buiu Hit, fiud
taken out end I hie lube miturul to lie ouruul
no
have
practicular
direction Jn of the post ofiloe to which you desire future
se thinking.
vumt, auHl
bearliuf will be JmuovmI luniw on...
BOW
v" swui mi avw oUtvla
thunHiKh
out of uji are uua.'d by Catarrh, whkh to nolUUuj
t It? 1111 i fUMily fou 4tin
. .
,1.
view, as
one time they are notices ta be sent to vnu.
but an Inflamed euuditk:i of tlie mucoisi eurlat-eelum
piwawat
work. Lu tnusi
jour
We will five One Hundred Dollars fair any cum of
O. C. Uknbt, Register.
'.very young man who wastes
to4r lor ImImm Mtatair mn4
pealnrae (caused by ealarrb) tbat rannot be cured seen going in one direction, then Pate of first publication
Det i MSSMaultll ajraadlal ! all f IN tb
une S", mm.
by ilell s Calarrb lure, Mend tor etrtuiara, Irre.
I youth is putting a
U.
.
S.
M
BrMp4
wbf
Ikolr )i
mortgage;
"
. " second
July 4, WIS.
in a few' days they will be going
CHE.NEV
CO.. Toledo,
mm. Ukm Ua4
mmMvrlmg
W
Bold by Drunrtota, 7Je.
" third
una.
jUy
TUB
n.
prime,
WMiOl'I
fXKKflWMPMat-Take UaU't family futo (or aosetlpatkHt.
in some other direction.
"
" fourth
"tnuiiai vw
I
f
July ig, mis.
4M tMrim
dmmi
H4i4, huW, mjk
ef-jor-

ts

ut

art
at

registered mall, proof of such service must consist of the affidavit of the person by whom the
copy was malted stating when and the post oftloe
to which It was mailed,-anthis affidavit must
be aocompalned by the postmaster's receipt
for the letter.
You should stale In your answer the name
of the post office to which you desire future
notices to be sent to you.
T. C. lillotson.
Register.
Date of first publication '
June 7. 1913.
" " second
'
July 4. 1113.
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NOTICE

I

nou coiil

Livery and feed business in connection
sec us, ;

NOTICR
1

;H

1

--

,npn-opnM

l

FIt

rfflTi
l

I'l'III.ljTATION.

V,

8,

00831

Department at the Interior
f.,
United States Land OWc?,

"

Koh-u'e-

020001

Department of the interior. U. 8.
Mew Mexico, April SW, 191
Land Office at Howell. N. M. May 31, 1013.
K,Hs-- ia ftrrrfttv oicn Mint. Mtf
I"f(lllcfl In hereby given that Charles M.
state of NeWfllcfk'o, ty virtu?
a

tjHmly.of K'rhlu ?t, M. who, on June 9,

1909,

of the act. of Congrewt, npjiroved1
June 20. 1910. has filed it tbi
office selection list of the fol- $? loeing lands:
LA?t 1X1, Sov, JNo. VWUi

ja.ide.OHt. ft; Kv Ser. tin.
for HWW.
."If'c'i is; ffj ty(j'
No. l.tofli irnide additional
entry, Serial Kf, Wsstb'. M fh' .flTSiii es,
13. Township 7 S., Range 51 D A. M. VI
ridian, has filed notice of Intention tuti'ari
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Dan C. Savage,
IT. 8. Commissioner.
In his office at Kenna.
N. M, on July 7, 1913.

Seo

12:tSin-3IE?allof8.T-S-

8

?

all

E;

Kd3-E- ;
rotn- of sec. 19;
Claimant nantes As witnesses:
3.998.15 acres.
John A. Scott, William A. Mettottetl, T, nrisinir
Lid!. 113. Spr No. 027160 All
ftoriiT. Claude J. Marbut. all of Ketlna,
tVtf
25,
C: TlLIWsoK.
of. Beer, 20 nsn sr
N. Tf.
.
lr nA fin m f
Heglster. all of ft
Sees, W
comprisiug 6074.24 acres
Notice for Pnl.llcali,.
wer. No. 027167-- A1I
List
1U.
C6SI1
0O03
Pi f.
'r'e'dill
Pepnrtmei'tt t.'t ti'8 fWtflof. 17, Si Land of Sec 31; Wj, W'i NEJ. W
T-9--

S;

1 1

-r;

E.

in W3.
at Fort Sumner, tti Mi
SEL SEi SEi. Setr. M; all of Sec.
Notice Is hereby given that Omh i k"ttt. 33:
all of Sees. 5- 1908.
of Kenna, N. M. who. on Nov. IS.
trade
com
homestead entry NO. .0W. forKK NKW. Sec.
prising; 4995.58 acres.
31, fOwnihlp, 4 ). Range 30 E., and on June
Ui 1903, riinde' rtdii, llrtrncwtoad entry No. 000 11,
No. 027168-- A1I
List 115.
fof NHfWH. StVW NWli Shfl ItWW HWW. of Sees.
Si, of
Claimant names as witnesses:
fieri;
fowhshlh i S. RttfigH SO B JH, M. P,
compris- .tde R F'vans. Thpmas P. Cruine, Oscar R. Meridian, has flltfl fiOtlcfe of Intetitloti to See 22;
80-1acres.
(tobersort. Sarriiic! JheV aU of Ienna. N. M. make three-yeaproof, to 4otfirMf etfttm to
t.isr 19'lftpr No. 027169 ftWl
(he land above described, before tfari (j.
C.C. Hen'k';,
aiii'liKt U, B. Commissioner, In his offlco, at Sec. 21l
all of Sec
It 33-PI'HLICATIO.V
NOTICK
N. M. or.' !"
7th day of July 1913.
Kenna.
Sec. 3; all of lots
Lots
35;
, non ooal .
F S.
ohvo
Claimant names as
see. : an or.
Dcpnrtmetitof the Interior, U. S. Land OfSec. 4;
George T. LitlleOeld. William P. Littie'ICH. So,fice'
fori S!HJihr; N; M: Mas 17, 1913,
NW4 8W1.
10:
of
Si.
Q Keller, nil of Kenna, N, M., Andrew
Notice IS nrf5 tHyi hdt ,4()seMi 0. John
14;
Sec.
of
11?
all
Sec.
J.
ftifilflti
2.
Klida.
Route
N.
M.
uf
S,"
rfo, Mtfn
Blackford, of Ell'i.i, N. lit. RoHtii
(J, (V JlKay, Register
Jd hii
N ShJt, SWJ Kt, sec. io; an ot
Nov. 7. 1910. m.lu Add. II. E. Ser. No. 0S;.80(

JONES & PIRTLE
kEriNA,

IMS.

Dcpiirtii.'(.'t li! (l:?,ct"rlor Ui;S. Land Office
fJ'tH
at Fort Sumner. N. M.'
Notiee is hereby given that Arthur Uaiiur.ri,
of Kenna. N. M. who, on Bept. 6. 1911, made
aJditlonal II. E. No. 09X)i, for SEW. Sec 28.
Township S. Range 31 E.. N. M. P. Meridian.
Itds filed notice of Intention to make three
yertf tfflof; id eWablisH dlalifi to the land
Hlillve deorlbfca.' bcfbfe bun tl. feavnltfe, J. Si
(iommlsclohtiri Irt iiii H(i)cH ii Renft
N; M. ot)
July 7. l"ii.

Call and

.

1111,

Lund

f

Our Prices Are Right.
boiigliiTat die f

A

R.

h.

All nrw and fresh Roods. fcverythinp; that is good
to eat will bo found in our stdH1,",

country produce
est market, prices.

M, M.

i'nUltWi

W878 I

Interior, V.

SilnMlCr,

Notice tor

I

0"7l--

ftutico is hrrt'by gtvf'ii Ihat Pi ank K. Olnddcn
of iicnn'i, rv. ff..
oil ,A .:. t8 Hi. mafle'
!pu. X
additional II. K. No. Odii-.i- . fiir
SO
Twp. 5 S.. Range
E., N. M. P. MciUiliti,'.
has tiled noiloe of Intention to make three
year proof, to establish ciaihT to the land
itSovc desclbed. before Dun C Savage, U. S.
ComnilsKioner. In his Office at Kenna, N M,
on July Hi t'U
Claimant nariiea fis wltnossesi
fiiire'y . Fry, KdgriV L'. Grates. J if son f,
Camly, Jilsdfi It. Olitidy; ill! rff
N. M.
M:io-.iyReS'iste'r;
d. t'.

FANCY AND STAPLE

All kincL of

V. 8.

of the

tfllcS at
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FOIt l'CnLICAT10.

Kew mexiccJ.
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EXCURSIONS
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tlSIEPS
eUCU3E'S SEEPS

Xt-O-

SUCCEED

t

JJMA.SPECIAL OFF tl;
tolol will
?B

VHttmtn.

io. I
art.
Vr

Account (jrantl Itounll tip
Littlefield Yellowhouse Ranch
Lubbock, Tex., July 4, 1913.
Tickets on pale Jul)' 1 3 1913
Return Limit July 8th 1913.
Round trip fare $10 25.
2--

Account

Write

fl to cow posus nJ pckifif &nd rccla (hU valnnMe
Lq eoii'cvxi or mmmib potnna, tof:ntr
::u my ing
X Inttrurtlvo
eii.t Plmu 1ook
tolls all about Um jUetrt vaxlt'lti of SvHs. Mints. tc
14C9 BUCKBE STREET
U W
fW.K
Us Us UUtMJwB,
ROCKt'OUD, ILI. A. Vj

lat(iii!

f

Here

Wate-fCdrniva-l

Land

Jtily,il.tqii),.?

;

Tickets on 6ale July
Return Limit July 21, 1913.,
Round trip fare $5.35.
For full particulars see the
M J. Johnson.
agent.
NEW MEXICO.

Notice fof rnulientlnti.
W.
Pejvjftinehl of llife Itilerlor, tf. S. Land
Offtoe-a- t
Fort Sumner. N. M. May 1, 1913.

t

i,

Notice for Vubliciitlon.

5:

KENNA,

Mention this Paper.

ft

.

F. S.

npn ,coa,l

f

Notice Is hereby given thnl Luther M. 1013.,
Splllman, of Elida, S, M. Route J. Box 44, who,
Claimant names as witnesses:
on May 11, 1910, made homestead entry No,
Aaron M. Self, James A. Lee, John W.
08039, for 8 EM, See. 33. Townships S. Rnnge
31 E..N. M, P. Meridian,
has Hied notice of Pounds. Joe D. Slack, all of lloute .1, Klidn.
t O. II en it y,
Intention- - to makethree-yeo- r
Proof, to es- N. M.
mwjst '
Reicister.
tablish claim to the land above described,
before Dan C. Savage, u. S. Commissioner. Ill
'
Xotlce for I'tiiillonlioii.
his office, at Kenna, N. M. on July '), 101a, v

Claimant names as witnesses:

!

Calvin Patton, John D. Daniel. Samuel Jones,
Charles. D. Splllmnn, till of Mollis 3. Elld.ii
N. M.
0. 0. HsNllV.
MSO-Jy- t
Register.

F01t PUBLICATION.
0l!484
Department bf the Interior, IT.
Llnd bffice, kosWeil, N. M. May 27,
NOTICE

S.

Notice is hereby given that Niles Wi
HarreTt, of Elkins, N. M., who. on June
23, 1908, made H. E. 16000, Serial No.
015489, for N 1- -2 NE4, K
NW),
Section 11, Township J-Range 28-E- .
e
noti.-has
filed
N. M
of
Mtridian,

F. S.

l

0R117

Dt'itartrheiit of the Intciion
Office,

fort

Notice

Is

Sliriitier. N M.

hereby

glVt?h

OOtsiS

tf. S. Land

Alirll 24. l'H3.

thlit Jolill

it

Hoinian.

of Kenna, N. M;,.nho, on MarcH 8, 1008.
mttde Orlfr. II. Pa No. 03117. for SWU. Sec. SI.
Townsnlp 5 9: llitnge 30 li and on June 3.
toil', made add: .homestead entry, No. 05612.

Range 30
('wk..rioe. 28, 'iwp.-i.fi.E. fcnd E,
NEW29. Twp. .5 S. llonge
i E. N. M. P: Meridian,
has tiled notice of
for

See

r
proof, on original
intention to malte
and three year proof, on additional to establish claim to the land above begcrtbed, before
Dan C. Savage. (J., S. Commissioner,
in his
office at Kenna, N. M. on July 7, 1013,
I.
Claimant names as wj (n esses:
intention to make three year Proof, to
Charles M. Barber, Johq A. Norlhcutt, Edestablish claim to the land above described, gar K. Lee, these of Kenna, N. M. Charles W.
before J. F. Carroll, U. S. Commissioner, Ayres. of Elltins, N. M,
C. C. Hknry,
in his office at Elkins, N. M, on July. 3,
M30
Register.
live-yea-

.

1913.-

-

Claimant names aa witnesses:
George C. Cooper, William T. S Burns,
Robert F. Carroll, Oliver B. Morrison, all
of Elkins, N. M.
T. C. Tlllltson,

NOTICE FOR ITBLICATIOX.
.

vnon-Voa- t

f. 8.

'

Orhi

n.

Rotwell,

Nw

Alexico, June

To Alfred N. Carden. of tovi'ngthfi. ft. Si.

OVM

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Fort Sumner. N. M. April 15. 1013.
Notice Is hereby given that Judson Hunter,
ot Kenna. N. M. widower of Mary A. Hunter,
deceased, who, on Jon. 2. 1007, made homestead entry No. 03S59. for S WW. Sec. a7vTwp.
5 S. Range 3 K.. N. M.- - P. Meridian, has 'tiled
notice of Intention to mnke five year Proqf.
to enlalMlfth claim to the land above described,
befbi-- AiMiTUrlleht'hiifttr
JUitKe of Urew-ste- r
County;
Exn9, at his bfllce lit Alpine, as
W clhlmiirit; and witinesses before Dan C.
Savefee. IT, fe. CornnilSbhef,,
ofllcevat
Kenna, N. M, botfi hearings set for July 3,

non-coa-

0M

.

Departmeht of the Interior,

Contestee:'
You are hereby notified lhat Charles T.
w;bo gives Lovington. N. M, as his
address. d!1 on May 0. 1913 tile in
this office his duly corroborated" nf f't'cntlon
to contest and secure the cancellation of
your homestead entry Ser. No. 017720. made
April 20, 1900, for NEW.' Sec. 20,'Twp. 15 S ,
Range 30 E N, M. P Meridian, and as grounds
for his nontext he alleges that snld Alfred N.
CartlHii (iHs wiWri? 8ultt1d'mrt said land for a
period of ten months lltst hhSli dftI thitt he
ha. fulled tor cfiitifate or reside' Oft SlilQ i.'ind
as provided by the homestead law.
You are, therefore, further notilled that the
said allegations will be taken by this office as
having been confessed I'y yrm and your said
entry will be canceled thereunder flltlimit
your further right to be hoard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you fail to
tile in this office within twenty days after the
FOUIiTH publication of this uotice. us shown
bclotf. Jollr iltlrtwer. undttr oiwh, spccitlcally
meeling and responding to" tlieffc allegation of
contest, or if foil flili Within that lime to file
In this oftfue due proottliat yoil have Served
a copy of yoilr answer oh the said coritestanl
either ifl person or bt regilerefi mail. If this
service is made by tlie delivery Of a copy of
your answer to the contestant in person, proof
of such service must be either the said
written ieTitioiJv lodgment of his re:
oeipt of the (jopy, b'uiit'lnjr the date of its
receipt. or the allldavit of the person bj1 whom
the delivery was made stating when, and
where the copy was delivered; if made by
registered mail, proof of juicta service must
consist of the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy wus mailed stating when and the
post office to which It was mailed, and this
affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for the letter. You should
state in your answer the name of the
to which you desire future notices to
T. 0. Tillotson, Register.
be sent to you,
June 20, 1013.
Date of tlrst publication
'
"
"
Juno 27. 1013.
second
- " third
"
July 4. 1013.
"
" " fourth
Jul)' 11, 1013.
.

post-offic- e

mal

lit

Notice for Publication1.

.

F. 8.

non-coa- l

08OJ8

epartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Jlce at Fort Sumner, N. M.. April 7. Ilia..

lot ice is hereby given that Lewis E. Carver
Kenna, N. M. who, on May 7. 1910. made
dd. H. E. No. 08028. for N WW, Soo 28. Twp
8. Range 88 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has Mud
Proof,
lice of Intention o make three-yea- r
the land above dosorib-- .
establish claim
8aage,
S.
DanC.
Commission-Iyefore
II.
his office at Kenna, N. M. on July 1, lot?.

f

.Claimant names as witnesses:
!ohn Sohlrck Clyde B. Peters. William
Clopjrt, Clarence Long, all of Olive. N.
M

7

C. C. HiNRr.

fh,
M.

Register.

to witi
List 123, serial number 027170 SV4'
NWJjSec. 22i SW'4 Sec.1 23, N
Sec. 27( alljf Sec. 28;
Sec. 2Sj N

non-coa- l

F. 8.

0B887

Department of the Interior V. 8. Land Office
April 2, 1013.
lit Fort Sumner. N. M.
Notice Is hereby ghen that Ernest T.
Askew, of Kenna, N. M.. who. on Aug. 23.
Sec. l ioo. made H. K. No. 087. for W!3, See.lt.
SWi Sen 1 ; W
12; N 2 Sec. 13, T-- 7 i,
Twp. 5 S. Range S9 K., N. M. P. Meridian,
2
E, N
has tiled notice of intention to miiUe three
Sec. 7, SE'4 Sec
8,
year Prouf, to establish claim to tne lund
compri.sing 275 '(,53.
above desurllied before Dan !. Savugo, U.
Protests or contests ngaitn.t all or any of S. Commissioner, in his olfice at Kenna, N.
such selections may be filed in this otiice M. on July 8, 1013.
during the period of publication hereof, or
Claimant namea as witnesses:
Charlie H. Wear, James M Sherman, Jason
any time thereafter,'amf before final certifiT. Uamly, Jason II. Gundy, all of Kenna, N.
cate.
T. C Tillotson,
M.
C. t". Hknry.
Register.
Register.
M30Jyt
1-

T-6--

2

T-7--

names

Claimant

as witnesses

ti'hi

notice

FOit

E;

cj

Si

N, SW,

Sec. 21; SJ Sec 22; T-- 6 S;
comprising 4511.32 acres.
Nii 027171 NF.lT.tr.101
Ptpc, 17; N Setx 18: all of Sees.
E

Sr

Sec.

T-- 7

r,, it
J -ol

i:

T-8--

tf .

-

t,

S;

rtc
1WJ-E-

all of
an
otC

TTI

.

C

1

cotnpris- -

S;

lntr i21o

ul acrec.

of Sec

25;

List

-;

Ser. No. 027172 All

125.

T-7--

E;

S;

SW i.Sc. 3; all of Sees
Ni. SWJ.r3ec;INiSec. 5f;iNVVt,
WiNEiSec. 10: NEJ Sec. 11;

35-Ni Sec. 12;
4774.41 acres.
NT
O0717?
art a
All
rJjlSt, AOV.
OKI.
of Sees.
Wi Sec 20; W4
com-ifliin- g'

T-7-- S;

'.

JitmesO. Hicks, Louis N. Todd, George C.
Cdirl't'r; Charlie M. Hall, allot Elkins. N M.
T, 0. Tillotson. Register.

post-offic- e

U. 8. Land
OfliCfe lit Tort SUmnen N. M. May I. 1013.
Noilce Is Hereby givdii that, Thomas W. Tow.
M30-J2- 7
IteglstCr.
of Kenna, N. M , who, on Oct. 13, 1 Oil, made
Notice for Publication.
additional homestead entry No. 09448, for
Notice for Publication.
05004
SEW. 8ec. 20, Township 4 S. Range o K N.
013118
087204
Department of tlio Interior, U. S
M.
', Meridian, hasllled notice of Intention to
Department of the Interior, U. S. mike three-yea- r
Proof, to eitnliltali Halm to Land Office at Hoswell, N. M. June 10. 1913.
r.
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. June 3, 1013.
the land above described, before Dan ('.
Notice is hereby given that Lee E. Collins,
Notice is hereby given that John F. Stephens Savage, IT, 8. ('ommlmdoner. In his office at of Ellda N. M. who. on July ?S. 1912. made
lot Elkins. N. M. who, on Oct. 5, 1907, made H Kenna, N. M. on the 17th day of July 1013.
Add. H. E. Serlul No.OSGSGI, for N WW. Sec.
IE. 12884, Serial No. 0131 18 for NEW: and on
34. Township 6 S-- . Range 32 E.. N. M. P. Menames as witnesses:
Clalniant
My 10, 1913, made Add. entry Scr. No. 037i'4.
Jason T. Gundy. Edgnr L. Graves, Charlie ridian, bus llled notice of Intention to mnke
lor N WW, Sec. 10. Twp. 7 S. Hange 27 E.. N. II. Wear, Alviu C. White, all of Kenna. N. M. three-- ) eur Proof to establish claim to the land
M. P. Meridian. hns llled notice nf Intnntlnn
above deseril ed. before Dan C. "Savage. IT. 8.
C C. 1IHNRV. Register.
three-yeaProof, to establish claim
jo
Commissioner. In his office at Kenna, N. M
. to
the land above described, before J. F.
on July 14, 1013. ,
Department of the Interior, United States
Claimant names as witnesses:
Elkins. N, M, on July 14. 1013.
May 5, 1913.
Notice is John Taylor, Elijah F. Dunn, these of Elida,
Land Office.
Claimant names as witnesses:
hereby geven that the slate ot N'cw Mexico, Route 3. N. M , Thomas Nichols. James MorI Oeorge W. Blee, Clarence Morrison. Mary by virturc of the Act of Congress, approved ris, these of Valley View, N. M.
elfrles. Thomas A. WIUlnniB. nil of KlUins. N,
113-IT C. TrtxoTsou. Register,
June 20. 1910, ha filed. in this ofKce selectM.
T. C, Tillotson.
ion
as follows of the lands following,
JlSJyll
Register.
Notice for Piiblieiitioii. .
--

-

for SEW, Scnlon 31. Tv. p. .18., Range, 30 E.,
Notice fdf
N. M. P, Mr.ridiun, lias llled notice of Intention
'
0214'
012851
q make tliree-yen- r
Proof, to establish claim
lo (tie land shove fl:sci lliod, before Dun ('.
Department of the Interior, V. 8.
Sivagi,; U. S; Cctniiolssio'jer in lils office at Land Office at Roswell, N, M. May SO. 1013.
Keniiil; Ni Ml oh the ttitf fl.ty of Jtily 10(3.
tfmtoe' Is hroby given that Benjamin L.
Cooer. Of MllilnS, N, M ho, on July 10. 19.17,
Claimant riRmr a9 vrJiriPsdeS:
Oliver Powell William C. Mncltlln, both of rratttf 11. B. lSlT1; Serlrtl So. (MOM. for NVVW
William II. Cooper, Joseph A. and oil f"!), 2;i; 1Wit made 1d'l. entry Ittr.
Elida. N. M
No. 02(4'6. for S WW, fia'c, ffi; ttvfr t f.- Itantfe
Cooper, IJdtft of Kenna, N. M.
-- 9 K., N.
M. P. Meridian, has fl'W ficrtte of
18
('. t'. trnri Reghitcr.
Intention to make Ave and three year 1'rOO.
to' CSt&Mlsli claim to the land above deNOTICE OF CONTEST.
scribed, before! 3:
Carroll, U. S Commis017720
c 8722
W, M, on July
sioner, in his office nt
of
the
United
Department
Inferior,
States 7, ioi3.

A

make you our ptinnauont customer.

'fei-d.Tei-

T-6-- S;

FH

18-1-

vl'

9;

Sec 29; all of Sees.

ri'iliieAnM.

all of Sec. 1;
8 S:
conipHshig 6190.85 acres.
ProtestrT or contests against
an v or all of "'Ucb selections may
be 'filed in this otHce during the
period of publication tn.reof, or
T-7-- S,

01M30

Department

of the Interior. U. 8.
fit f'l'SW flll, N. M. May tl, 1913.

E;

Ni flW. Src 12: T

E.

Land Office
nrge W. Bice
Notice Is hereby giver?
of Elkins, N. M. one of the be'ff Bf 4iorge
D. Bice deceased, who, on June 1, 19:3. ffilde
II. E. 15431. Serial No. 015136. for
SKW.
SWW SEW. 8KW 8 W W. Seqtion lVTownshlp
anytime thereafter; and . befove
7l!l. Ititnjfa H7 fU N. M. P. Meridian, has tlied
nOtictJ Df (Mention; to make rive year Proof, flual certificate.
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
to establish c )i ill to the luikl nbore described
before J. F. Carroll, tf. H. Ccrlimflotier. In
Department of the Interior, XK S.
his office at Elkins, N. M. on July 7. I'lti
Claimant names as witnesses:
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
,J f.M.l. Nnllea is hereby srlven that
"tT!!nm D. Smith. William II. Davis. A' T.
Gross. Thomas' A.- Williams, all of Elkins, N. the State of NeW Mexico, has applied to
T. C. TILLOTSON.
M.
seleot under. the act tf t'ongress, . opproved
Iy4
Register. June 20, loio. for the benefit of the Desf.
deDumb and Blind Schools, the ftltoii
scribed public lands, to wit:
NOTICE FOlt PUBLICATION.
",
List 118 BtfUVVW. W? 8 WW. KM SEW.
oer,2
F. S.
Vr. WH. see 23; BW
Department of the interior, U. S. Land It: .i. see 14; NKM,
V.
NB!j, M'K, NWW 8EW. H 8KW. see
Office nt Fort Sumner, N. M. May t3. 1913.
M NEW. 8EW
7: NX NKW.
vtu tUBiru
Notice is hereby given that Knos M.
29 east.
4. 8KW
of Kenna, ft. M.. who, on May 11. SS; all III Tp. 4 south, It.
SWW, 8KW. 'CO 80; NEW. E4 SH'M, M u,
1900. made Add. H. 14. No, 0C&1. for IaW 3 and
4
It. SO east. 8KW sec IT; f'i
4 and rSa'W SWll. f4eo.
and Lot 1. Bee is. both In Tf. soulh.
i is: NWW NKW.8WW. NWW BKW. SHi
Kiru
Twp. 4 S.. Range 20
1. Mi P. Meridian,
sen M: SWW. see 23; NH.
has filed notice of intention to nihfe thiee SEW see 131 8EW,
year Proof, to establish claim to !ho land SKW.seo 24; NKW. KH8WW.8EW. see 5: WK,
all III Tp. i soulh, It 29
abote described, before Dim C- Savage, IT. S. see 26: KW, wo 27, acres.
78.ti8
Conimlssiontii'i lit hi office, at Kenna. N M. uoulsliilii
NWW, B.see 4t8t Nr. W.
8,
Ijst 119
on the 23rd day or Jtlljf IfMS,
I1U VITt; Kli'U
.........a. dl ..... r.j ,..- Claimant names as witneSUCS'
, REW.am- 8;. NWM.8V4.seo
et-John Schirck. Chester C. Cloppert. both of pi, nil In Tp. south It. so eiiot, ejttiiing
Olive. r. M. John A. Klmmons, Willie A. Fry,
acres.
C. C. Henry,
both of Kenna, N. A?.
1.1st 120 8 WW. see li: WWW, see IS, both In
Heglster.
.
I'n. 4 wmlh. It. so easf. IKW, see to: SWW. WJi
-

ltt

u,.

J6-.-

non-enu- l

s!

et.

It

!

itufi-o-

.1

Jll-Jyl-

NOTICE. FOIt PUBLICATION.
'

023550

(I- - MU. sue 27:
NKW. MW 28. Tp. 4
rtoutll It, n east; Ut 1.2. see 5, Tp. ft south It.
Tp. o south It Stleast, cou- sit east, NEW,

till

Department of the Interior, U. S. lainliig 110 21 acre(
Anv nerson or nersons desiring to protest
Land Office at Roswell, N. M.. June 0, 1013.
ilm allowance of the Shore selections'
Notice is hereby given lhat Jlenjamln C.
Sharry, of Hcdlnnd. N. M- who, on Oct. 21. shall file In this office on or before July 10,
1910,
mode H. E. Ser. No. 028559, for EK. IlilS, such protest, contest or other rwjeenen.
('. '. IIinrt. RiKister.
Section 20. Twp. 6 S Range 88 E , N. M. P.
Meridian, has llled notice of Intention to
for
Pullletlosi.
Notice
proof, to establish claim to
uiulie three-yea- r
00786
non-coa- l
F. S.
the land above described, before Will A. Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Palmer, tr. S. Commissioner. In his office Office at Fort Sumner, N. M. May 15. 1913.
near Rcdland, N. fit. oil NKW NEW. Sec. 10.
Notice Is hereby given that Edgar L. Graves
Twp. 0 S., Range 37 E.jN. M. P, M. oil July
Kenna. N, M. who. on August 4. lttll, made
of
11, 1013.
Add. homestead entry No. 0O706, for SEW.
Claimant panics as witnesses:
Section 4. Township 5 8.. Range 20 E., N. M.
Ciu'lS Turner, Vance V. Greer, Melissa E. p. Meridian, has Hied notice of Intension to
Turner, these of Itcdland, N. M. Daniel Props make three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim lo
T. C. Tillotson,
of Richland, N. M,
the land above described, before Dan C.
In his office
Register
8. Commissioner.
Savage,
at Kenna. N. M. on the 10th day of July 1918.

ai,,i

I.

Notice

for Publication.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Harvey W. Fry, Thomas W. Tow, Jason T.
Department of the Interior.
U.S. Land Gandy. Jason II. Gandy.'all of Kenns, N. M.
:. f. II knut. Register.
June 5,1913.
Office at Roswell. N. M.
,lc.,lyll
Notice Is hereby given that L'burles E.
NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION.
Miller, of Elkins, N. M. who, on July SO. 1907.
'
"
FY 8.
03955
l
made II. E. 1:!?40, Serial No. 012080, for NWW:
and on Msy 0 lW. made Add. entry Serial Department of the Interior. IT. S. Land
No.017887, for NKW. Seo. 33. Twp 6 S., Range Office ot Fort Sumner. N. M. Maj 28, 1913.E., N. M. P. Meridian, lias tiled nnliee of
Notice Is hereby given that Lafona L.
Intention to make tliree year proof, to estab- Odenbesd, of Kenna, N.M. who, on Feb. 11.
lish claim to the land above described, before 10O7. made H. E. No. 03955, for SH SWW.
I, V. Carroll. IT. S, Commissioner, In his office Section 3t. Twp t S.. Uange SO E.. N. M. P.
Meridian, has tiled notice of intention Vo make
at Elkins. N, M. on July 15, 1013.
proof, to establish claim to the
, Ciulmant names as witnesses:
George C. Cooper. William D. Smith, Oliver land above described, before Dan C. Ssvsge,
lltnjamin L. Cooper, all of U. S. Commissioner. In his office, at Kenns,
H. Morrison,
N. M. on July M. 1913
T. C Tii.mit.son,
Ellilns. N. M.
012(180

017807

non-coo-

five-yea- r

.

Ju-iyl-

l

Register.

Legal Blanks, printed antl for
sale by the Kenna Record.

Claimant names as witnesses:

tTinrles W. Ayers. John K. Holman. John
A. Klmmons, Joe R. Evan, all of f enn, N.
C C. Henry.
M.
isO-Jy-

Retlster,

tinker is batting

IS IT RIGHT TO ADVERTISE COCA
COLA?
Men who play the wily game of

hoodoo-37-

.

LOUIS

PITCHER

FRENCH PREFER TIPPING PLAN

FUTURE

BRIGHT

HAS

Fall to ApprecPari Theatergoer
iate System That Would Abolish Old Evil.

Manager of Cincinnati Red Cause
Christy Mathewson, 8tar of Giant,
Much Annoyance.

poll-tic- s

have discovered that the best way
to diBtract the attention of the publlo
from their own shortcomings 1b to (By CHRISTY MATHEWBON, Vatenn of
sensational atmake a
Nw York Pitching Staff.)
tack upon someone else. As the cuttleJnn Tinker, manager of the Cincin
by clouding
-fish
eludes
nati Reds, ha given me more trouble
the surrounding water with the conthan any other
adtents of Its ink sac, bo the political
batsman I ever
venturer takes advantage of the ignohave faced during
rance and prejudices of the people to
more than twelve
escape from hiB indefensible posltlor
years of service In
by muddying the waters of public
opinion.
the
National
A case In point Is the recent attack
league. In fact, I
press
fo
religious
made upon the
long ago came to
advertising. Thir
carrying Coca-Colregard him as my
r
politician
by
rhc
attack was made
hoodoo bebatting,
In
expert
chem
an
be
to
was supposed
cause Joe always
Istry but who, having brought - sul'
has been a leading
Company, wae
b gainst the Coca-Cob- .
factor In the dehumiliated by having to acknowledge
an expert
feats handed me
that he could not qualll.'-The court decided in favor of ie Coca-Colby the Chicago
Company as it was clearly iown
club. The season
that the only essential '"ifference be-Is of 1908 was a great one for Tinker,
and coffee or tea
tween Coca-Colbefore and aftej that memorable
that the former contains only about both
up to
half as much caffeine aL the latter and pennant fight which went1 right
the last ditch. Joe and have been,
tviot tha flavnr in different.
The question as to whether It Is righl having some lively brushes, with each
seems to resolve trying to outguess the other. Probto advertise Coca-ColIfoolf thnrpfnrs Into the ouestton as to ably the most bitter pill ever given
whether It is right to advertise coffee, me by Tinker was administered on the
tea, chocolate, cocoa and other bever old polo grounds, New York, ono aftages of the catteme group. aov.
ernoon late In the season of 190S
New York, Chicago and Pittsburgh
Chinese Football.
see-safashion
Our football whether Association were fighting It out In
an old
nr Ruehv is -- laved according to rule for the pennant, and Brown,
me.
The
against
pitching
was
rival,
Not so the football of China There
country
the contest is curiously primitive, and eyes of fandom all over the
centered about the result of the race,
free and easy.
to the real
"The first earns I saw." says a Eu which had narrowed downpushed
a run
had
side
crisis.
Neither
Weekly
Tele
to
the
roDonn in a letter
Innings,
and
seven
In
over
the
date
graph, "I. mistook for a serious riot.
naturally the great crowd gathered
To begin with, each side was 50
wrought up to a
strong, and ns It was in northern about the yard was
high state of nervousness. In the midst
six
were
players
of
most
the
China,
general brainstorms
feet tall, and heavy In proportion. of one of these of the ball, drilling a
laid hold
They had no goals, side lines or Tinkerhigh
and far away to left cenhalves. The game was not finished liner
ter,
ball crashing against the coruntil one side defeated the other, and ner the
the fence. Cap In hand, the
Fometlmes lasted several days. The Oub ofshortstop whizzed around the
carry
a small
idea of the game Is to
pathway, digging at top speed for a
basket, which Berves as a ball, into homer. That run was the only oho
the opponents' territory. The game Is scored in the battle, and incidentally
fought out in the streets, and every
the beating this accorded me practiplayer has a whistle with which to cally
blasted every prospect we had
call assistance when he Is too hard for winning the National league champressed. Stealth, as well as force, is pionship. At first Tinker had a weakpermitted. I know of one man who got ness nealnst low curve balls cutting
the ball across the enemy's line by the outside corner of the plate, but it
climbing over the roofs of houses. As didn't take him long to remedy this
you may Imagine, a hundred gigantic fault One afternoon after he had
men yelling and fighting all over the
public streets are pretty certain to
cause excitement
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fanned three times Joe took a solemn
math he'd never let it happen again.
He set about to cultivate a new style
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PLAYERS

BRING

the big leagues. The
amount sued for is $1,400.
According to the complaint, Hageman and the Boston club entered into
a contract September 11, 1911, to be
engaged at a salary of $400 a month
from 'April 15 to October 15, 112.
There is nothing In the complaint to
tell what the trouble was. The management refused to let Hageman play,
and theerfore broke Its contract. Also,
the management arbitrarily refused to
Hageman assigned his
release him.
rights, as far as the suit Is concerned,
to the fraternity.

SUIT players in

Pitcher "Caey" Hageman Claim He
Wa Not Permitted to Play Ball
Last Year.
The Boston American League baseball club, owners of the world's champions, who defeated the Giants last
season for that title, has beea made a
defendant in the New York supreme
court in behalf of W. M. (Casey) Hageman, a pitcher. After June 28 last
he was not permitted to play either
with the champions or with any other
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Mn, Wlnslow'B Soothing Syrup for Children
teething, softena the gums, reduces loBamni- -tlOD,allay. pain,cure win- - coiicdc uukuvn

Trying to be a good citizen has
made many a man unpopular.
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OF MIDDLE AGE
Mrs. HUbert Tells of Her Dis
tressing Symptoms Dunns
Change of life and How
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Fleetwood. Pa. "DuringtheChangwurt
f Life I wa hardly able to be aroundfcjtewar
I ai an. x always ama an

r
Pitcher Cy Falkenburg of Cleveland
is pitching wonderful ball tor the
Naps.

I

neadacne ana a t.
ana nen,
ivous mat i nau a hd in
rest at night. Th flld BC
flashes of heat wer
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j wa so dizzy

so

he
that I did not know"1?
led by
do.
what to
"Onedayafrien d droi
advised me to tal feet

Manager McGraw says Joe Tlnkei
is the best man he ever saw for tagging base runners.

DISPUTE IS SETTLED

The dispute between goiters and
baseball player as to whether a golf
ball could be driven from the borne
plate at the Polo Grbunds in New
York over the center field bleacher
was decided in the affirmative the
other day. Grantland Rice, golfer and
baseball writer, and Oswald KirKDy,
widely known amateur golfer, both
succeeded in making the drive. Rice
put over one ball in four, and Kirkby
two in four. The golfer drove against
the wind, but the ball carried over the
top of the fence, which is about 60
fpnt hi.h at this point, by about 15
fnt. A brassy wa used for the
drives, and It la estimated that the
carry wa about 200 yard. The dls- tnoe from the home plate to tne
fonra la about 165 yard. No ball
player ha ever been able to drive a
pitched ball even Into the lower part
of the center field. Manager McQraw
of tne Giants saw the feat performed.
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Springtime Diversions.
"Oft on an expedition, I see."
"Yes."
"Swatting flies or picking violet?"

She Found Reliefs

1

I T

Pitcher Jim Scott of the White Sol
has cut out the spltball and seems to
be doing quite well.'

,

j

STOMACH
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Driven Over Center Field
Bleacher of New York National
League Grounds.

Golf Ball

easily stir these organs to
healthy activity by the
daily use of
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YOURSELF; in other
words, your lazy liver. You
have been overloading the
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Joe Tinker.

"U" in
Blues?
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a ai
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tion to Joe in his batting poise nowadays vnu'll note that he stands con
siderable distance from the plate. He
also is said to hold a unique record
In that he never has been hit by a
pitched ball during his long service in
If you want to be sure of an audithe National league. When I first
ence with a woman, either flatter her knew Joe he wielded a long bat and
or abuse her Wends.
choked it as he stood close up to the
plate. Now he swings with one of the
The Danish government has made shortest sticks In the big leagues. One
Iceland a "dry" country.
of the best things Joe does againBt
ray pitching is to comb extra-bas- e
drives, hence he is duly quannea to
hold the title of "My Batting Hoodoo."
(Coprlht, 1811)
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Cornered That, Too.
never smile, says
"Millionaires
"Why should they?
somebody."
Haven't they got the laugh on the
rest of the world?"

CHILD'S FACE

seven-year-ol-
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f
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Stratford, Iowa. "Three year Sgo
son had,
d
thls winter my
ringworm on the face. First it was In
email red spots which had a rougn
crust on the top. When they atarted
thfv looked like little red dot and
then thev eot bigger, about the size
of a bird's egg. They had a white
rough ring around them, and grew
continually worse and spon spread
over his face and legs. The child suffered terrible itching and burning, so
that he could not sleep nights. He
scratched them and they looked fearful. He was cross when he had them.
We used several bottles of liniment,
but nothing helped.
"I saw where a child had a rash on
the face and was cured by Cuticura
Soan and Ointment and I decided to
use them. I used Cuticura Soap and
Ointment about one month, and they
cured my child completely." (Signed
Mrs. Barbara Prim, Jan. 30, 1912.
Cuticura Soan and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample 0tCB
.
Skin book. Aaares
free, with
post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. h, Bo.ton."

Earl Hamilton. Browna' Claver Star.
train tipmnnRtmtAtl hft was bo me Ditcher when he
n ct Tvitita oHBU
ti ii
wi
naunuuu
A
.
....
grand- WOTK IQ1S
TvltVi nna
nirnA UW
w-- . hit.. HA flAB hPPTl dOini. w
M
it) t lUO- 1 aUAOC.
season and promises to be one of the leading twirlers of the American league.

The Tortures of Prickly Heat
and all skin affoctions are quickly al- levlated and in a short time completely cured by using Tyree's Antiseptic
Powder. 25c. at druggists. For free
sample write J. S. Tyree, Chemist,
Washington, D. C Adv.
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Franco-America-

a

big
blastings undertaken a short time ago
at the Grand Trunk Pacific terminal
vards at Prince Rupert describes it as
one of the greatest blasting feats ever
undertaken in Canada. Where a day
before there stood a ridge of solid
rock, as long as a city block, more
than GO feet wide, and- 45 feet in
height, there lay, after this blast had
been fired, tons upon tons of shattered
stones. Approximately.. 50,000 cubic
feet of rock was destroyed and the
cost of the blast mounted to the neighborhood of $5,000.

V

of how, the
'
conservative French public adheres
to old and ebtabllshed traditions, despite any inconvenience, is given by
the failure of the experiment of the
comedy house,
n
new
the Champs Elysees theater.
The prices of the stalls were pro- vlulnnnllv ralBPit from 12.40 to S3, and
Lhn usual charges which more than
mad up the difference the program,
cloak room charge, ten per cent, poor
tax and the tip to the ouvreuso were
'
abolished.
Although the public was saved an
Immense amouni,of annoyance and
red tape by the simplification, the
only thing it was able to realize
the price of seats bad Increased1!.
have fallen
As a result the sales
enough to make the manager, M.
Poirler, announce that he will return
to the old system and its inconveniences, which playgoers seem to
prefer.
Meanwhile, Gabriel Astrue or me
Champs Elysees theater has published the total receipts of the new
playhouse for the first month of its
These amount to $59,150,
existence.
ma.kes a record
which, it is asserted,
"
It is understood,
in this country.
however, that the figure includes the
subscriptions paid for seats during the
whole season.
An excellent instance

uer

Bid Blastlna Feat.
An eyewitness of one of the

'

I

3J

"Casey" Hageman.
club. The club would not give him
his release.
The suit 1 tarted by the baseball
players' fraternity, which 1 known as
"The Ballplayers' unions an organization formed for the Interest of the

vilia R. Pinkham
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HELEN

A HIDDEN DANGER

DLUl

It

Is a duty of
the kldneyB to rid

ACT,

COPIED BY MANY

STATES, HELD UP
ING

JUDGE

ORDER

DANA ISSUES

BY RESTRAIN-

AT TOPEKA.

TEMPORARY ORDER

Claims Law to Safeguard Investor
Causes Unrest in Business
and Harms Rights.

A

Honttnt Cite

Mm. R. !r Andrews, 1TTI Klirhlh ATnn. Grout
Falls. Mont.. Bars: "My limbs, trnnds nrt firct
bocnnie so swolli-I couldn't stand, I wns In
SKonr with tho piln. I wus ho rndnrril In wolffht
cnrtiu-ntJuht hnng on mt nnd I bad irlvpn
nif tn
tt)
d"Ma!r. Ifum's Kltlnny Pills onrcd nie
complpl.'ljr, nnd overs jpiiv rutstlapsftd. wiluout
tU
rtturn of the trouble.'

9i

OUTDONE

Born deaf, blind, and dumb, with
the additional handicap of having but
one leg, Miss Anna Johnson, Wisconsin's Helen Keller, graduated from
the Wisconsin School for the Deaf.
Crippled from babyhood and with
only one sense, that of touch, to aid
her, Miss Johnson entered the school
nine years ago at the age of thirteen. Up to that time she had reDurceived practically no education.
ing her stay here she was taught to
hear, has won high honors In history
anJ literature, has become an accomplished seamstress and wicker basket
maker, and has written . several papers of great merit on historical subjects.
Her triumph, however, came recently, when she delivered her commencement essay by wordof mouth.

kld-"ney-

8uflr Manager Asked for Injunction

IS

t

Wisconsin Girl Born With Only One
Sense, That of Touch, Graduates
From School for Deaf.
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the blood of urlcti'
acid, an Irritating
that is con- - L ,,
stantly forming inside.
When the kidneys fail, uric acid
causes rheumatic
attacks, headaches,
gravel,
dizziness,
urinary troubles,
weak eyes, dropsy
or heart disease.
Kidney
Doan's
s
Pills help the
fight off uric
acid bringing new
strength to weak kidneys and relief from backache and urinary Ills.
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Luncheon

Delicacies
a choice

ried Beef, sliced wafer thin, Hickory Smoked and with
that you will remember.

fl avor

Vienna Sausage just right for Red Hots, or to serve cold.
We suggest you try them served like this: Cut rye bread in thin
slices, spread with creamed butter and remove crusts. Cut a Libby's,,''
Vienna Sausage in half, lengthwise, and lay
on the bread. Place on the top of the sausage
a few thin slices of Libby's Midget Pickles.
Cover with the other slice of bread and
press lightly together. Arrange on plate and
serve garnished with a few parsley
sprayc

Topeka, Kan., June, 24. For the
the
first time Bince its enactment,
law, takcelebrated Kansas "blue-skyLibby. M?Neill & Libby
utm
t ITsT-''..'1
en as a model for nearly all similar
Cot Dtnn't at Any Store. SOc Bra
Cooking.
Aluminum
6afe
Chicago
for
legislation In other states, Is inopera. w
!
ii v
ir
Prof. John Glaister of Glasgow unitive tonight. Judge A. W. Dana of the
BUFFALO,
N.
Y.
reCC
temporary
versity
tested aluminum cooking utendistrict court, granted a
sils to ascertain if food was in any
straining order late today restraining
way Injured by being prepared In
the state officials from enforcing it.
A Bult In which the court is asked ViAGE EQUALS THAT OF MEN them. The mly substances that dis.
solved any of the metal were oranges,
to make the injunction permanent was
PURE, FLAVORY AND GOOD. ASK YOUR GROCER FOR
filed today by O. A. Mounday, general Women of Norway Employed In Pos- lemons, brussels sprouts and tomatoes, but even In these cases the
tal Service Held in Fight Against
manager of the American Sugar RefinVICTOR BLEND
quantity was so small as to ba absoLower Salary.
ing company with headquarters here.
BLENDED ROASTED AND PACKED BY JETT a WOOD. WICHITA, KANSAS
lutely harmless.
He alleges that the law deprives him
It seems predestined that eternal
of All the rights guaranteed him under the constitution of the state and Mgilance shall be the price paid by
nation. The petition states that the women for equal pay for equal work
In Western Canada's
unrest the vorld over. For fifty years
law has caused a general
women In the postal service
it has
men
and
that
business
fHng
have been paid the same salaries as
injured his business.
THE
L
Attorney General Dawson In a state- men for the same work. Five years
PROVINCE
ago a conservative administration proi
ment tonight declared the suit would posed
wages for the woman
OF
ti
result in a benefit to the officers re- postal lower
For
Children.
and
Infants
way
empolyes
to
good
as
a
d
sponsible for its enforcement as It
reduce government expenses.
The
d
would give them a Judicial Interpre- measure was
Npw
lost, and the question
hs spvera!Iistnrts
tation of the statute.
that
was allowed to rest- - in peace until
opportunity
rure
ta
afford
The Kansas blue sky law, Intended last year, when another conservative
to Bee tire ltiOut'ri'ft ot
W
agriuullural
;s
a
.a
m
u
cellent
to safeguard investors in stocks and administration again proposed to disland it UK.
ad
bonds and other securities, was passed criminate against women by making
uf-ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
two years ago. Visitors from all over their rises in salary, after certain
For Grain Growing
BO
AYegefable Preparation for Ascountry1 have come here to investithe
periods
of service, lower than those
H
similating iheFoodandRegula-lin- g
gate Its workings and it has served of the men holding the same positions
and Cattle Raising
the S tomachs and Bowels of
as a model for many similar statutes. and with the same claim to advancethis proTlnro tins no superior and
tn pmtUable ot:ricultuiu shows an
ment.
The majority report of the
jnt,
unbroken period ot uveraquartur
of a CuDlury.
JURY ACQUITS PJJGILIST PELKEY committee that had the bill under
Perfect cUmntn: (rood markpts;
acconsideration was in favor at its
on
railways convenieiH soil tlio very
Promotes Digesuon,Cheerful-nes- s
best, and social coudiUous Diuut
ceptance. But the elections of 1912
ft B
JC
:ur
Lenient Because Blow Was Not
doRlrabio.
and Rcst.Contains neither
resulted In the return of a majority
1 to
Vacant londs adjneent to Free
tended to Kill.
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral
TlouivNteuus may be
of liberals to the storthing, and the
and
and also in the older districts Not
ands can be Douuut at ruabouThe
tbeT
Calgary, Alberta, June 24. Arthur formation of a liberal cabinet.
abla prlcua.
Krip, tfOld DrSAMVUmfEt
ned)
tor furUier particulars write to
Pelkey, the pugilist, was tonight ac- new postmaster general sided with
S.U- G. A. COOK.
quitted of manslaughter, which charge the minority report on the proposi125 W. Its STREET, KANSAS CITY, K0.
sold
KctktUtSmllt .
was placed against him as a result of tion, and a great many of the storthCanadian Government' A cents, or
utch
Anif Sttd
Uh of Luther McCarty who died ing members also espoused the. womaddresH
htipt.riiitoiMl.'iit of
the
89
cause.
Sresa
vote
en's
The
stood
final
Immigration, Ottawa, Csnsils.
ten
a
scheduled
of
In the first round
harm Stfd
against the bill to 30 for, and the
round lout at the Burns Arena here woman employes
will continue to re'Atvor.
Wiitkiyttta
May 24. It was charged by the governceive equal pay for equal work as
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS.
ment that McCarty died from a blow heretofore.
A perfect Remedy for ConstipaIf you lael'ouror iok i"kun downWgoi im. bn is'
was
from KIDNKV, BLADDER, NKRVOI'S
SUFFER
Pelkey.
jury
The
administered by
tion , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
KKUPTIONS.P1LKS,
Oil KO NIC WKAKNKSSltS.tiLClIKb.SKIN
write fur my FRE book, the most Instkuctivk
out 45 minutes and the verdict was to
.Fevcri
Worms
.Convulsions
Are You ThereT
Klngl
MEDICAL BOOK KVfcR WB ITT EN, IT TKL1.H Al.t. about the am
Ah,
jletsf the effect that the contest was a prize
Piskasks nmi the ri'Mapkmh.e ci kls KFrr.tTi:n If
to'
and LOSS OF SLEEP
There are Americans, no doubt, who
THK NEW FRENCH REMEDY. Nol.N. 2.N.3.
fight but thai Pelkey was not guilty would as soon call up King George V.
Bhlldren
Facsimile Signature of
of manslaughter Inasmuch as the blow on the telephone as John Smith, hut
U It'l the reme.lv for YOUR OWN ailment, iktn't lend a ctut.
Batnni- AbaotutetyFRCE
No'followuicirvuiarii. I.'R I.kCLERO
he struck was not intended to cause in England no normal person who was
MKD. CO, HAVkKaTUCK. KD, UAUPSIUAD, LOhUUIS.liNQ.
results.
fatal
not privileged would attempt the auThe Centaur Company.
en has
In his charge to the jury, Mr. dacity. Whether or not the story is
Harvey admitted that there was some true that a militant suffragette, repreNEW YORK.
doubt as to whether or not the con- senting herself as the duchess of Fife,
The greatest discovery of modern times.
test was illegal, but he said there was gave the royal number, which is supIt cureH eozenfa, anil all si; In d incases. Inno doubt that death had been caused posed to be a carefully guarded secret,
cluding dunilrulX. Stops full in liuir. All
use
druptfiBtB
nell It. riarbtTH
by a blow and that the jury should and actually had audience with his
It. (Send for free sample. T!!F. B5STO REMEDY
Guaranteed under the Foodanj
i
WICHITA,
KANSAS
CO., 204 W1NNE BUILDING,
consider only whether the defendant majesty with the receiver In his revijwaa-gUof causing the death of his erend hand, it might well be true, for
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
omtau oomv. mmm roaa airr.
ii
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.mm n i.iiiisi
opponent in an enure to win me priao the militants stop at nothing. . . . .
C ., .,.,....,, amw mil hi li limn sjmto... ..DAISY FLY KILLER
;
n mm in , ul
Heckling the king over the telephone
placed on the contest.
or- VJJJVW4J'US''yy fliei. Netit,
Irs
Pelkey was jubilant when he learn- - is not a brilliant conception; In fact,
Absolutely Unique.
Overloaded and Overarmed.
that
season. Made .of
d of the verdict, and declared it waf rather ordinary, but a story
is
me
one moment, madam!"
"Hear
world
The
overloaded
and
ler
mtilu!, emn'ttipillor tip
George had been tricked into talking
xactly what he expected .
age, an said the peddler at the front door. "I
is
mechanical
a
This
overt will nut soil or
with a bold militant would be a fine
)uring
Injure
aujthlntc.
age, a splendid age; an age have not been rendered Incapable of
Guaranteed viret'tlv.
advertisement
of the cause they inventive
In Court Room,
Fly
Bullets
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"rsseui
any
capitals
by
be
can
sad
in
of
doelers
sort
exertion
which
active
all
the
that
How
would call It "ripping" in England.
iprMs iaid for ll.ou.
supplied, all the surplus savings, all accident; I have not been laid up six HAROLD 80MEKS, 160 OsKalb in,
Washington, June 24. Judges, law- Brooklyn, M. T.
.efthe liquid resources of rich countries months with Inflammatory rheumaers, policemen and spectators were
Electricity Aids Digestion.
are greedily absorbed and swallowed, tism; I have not lost my situation on
ent scurrying to cover in the criminal
Professor Bergonie of Bordeaux and
the London Economist. If the account of my religious principles; I
the Changartfmrt here late today when Ray M. Professor Arsonval of Paris announce says
lbs mm Wtiiti Stiiped Madras
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nual celebration
signing of the Declaration of Independence
this year will cost 200
lives. No more serious
results, as far as casualties are concerned, could
he expected from a considerable battle. For though the number of dead
small, the list of
will be relatively
wounded will be very large. Probably
20.000 or more will be seriously hurt
in one way or another by explosives.
Of these more than 100 will lose one
or both legs. Nearly 100 boys will
receive Injuries In the right hand from
toy pistols, from which they will die
In a lingering and painful manner from
lockjaw.
In the palm of the human hand
there is a plexus, or network of nerves.'
When a toy pistol explodes, or shoots
backward, as it 1b always liable to do,
the wound Inflicted Is usually In the
palm; there Is laceration of the network of nerves aforesaid, and lockjaw
1? likely to follow.
The estimate of 20,000 wounded
who
does not Include the slight-hurt- ,
will make a much longer list. But
taking the figures given, and leaving
out of consideration all destruction 'of
property by fire, It would seem that
the nation's bill for its Fourth of July
celebration Is a pretty heavy one.
The property loss by fires due to
careless 'use of explosives, will amount
to at least $500,000. Possibly it may
run up Into the millions, but the estimate here glven represents merely
an average Fourth of July. People
Into places
will throw firecrackers
where they are likely to start conflagration, and skyrockets, which excite
such enthusiasm when they go up,
have a deplorable way of coming down
upon roofs and making mischief.
Then, too", many of the modern kind
of fireworks, such as the bombs, which
rise 1,000 feet In the air and explode,
liberating beautiful showers of varl- colored stars, contain considerable
'quantities of high explosives, and are
proportionately dangerous. Only last
Fourth of July, it will be remembered,
many people were killed and wounded
by the accidental setting off of a quantity of such bombs which had been
put In readiness for a fireworks exhibition.
Some, probably a dozen, shops that
contain large stocks of fireworks will
be destroyed by the accidental setting
off of the combustibles. Incidentally
endangering much property In their
neighborhood. Few finer and more
striking exhibitions In the fireworks
line are given on the glorious Fourth
than are furnished by such Impromptu-displays- ,
but they cost a great deal
of money.
If grown people are satisfied to risk
life and limb In playing with the high
explosives contained In many kinds of
fireworks, it is nobody's business but
theirs. Unfortunately, some of the in
struments of celebration placed In the
hands of children are loaded with small
quantities of similar deadly materials
Naturally, the little ones like best the
torpedoes which make the loudest
noise, and those are the ones that con
tain fulminate of mercury (an exceed
Ingly dangerous substance) and some
times even dynamite.
Just why the police do not take the
necessary pains to suppress the sale of
such torpedoes nobody can say. To of'
fer them for sale Is agnst the law,
but ordinarily the regulation Is not en
forced, and little Hobby or Johnny
walks Innocently about the streets on
the Fourth of July with enough dyna
hilte in his Jacket pocket to Injure him
seriously, or possibly kill him, if a mis
chance should set off his package o
torpedoes all at once.
Parents are not acquainted sufficiently with the danger that lurks In some
kinds of torpedoes. If the were at all
aware of It, accidents of the kind
would be less frequent, and public
opinion would bring about the proper
enforcement of the law which forbid9
iui uumui
IDS ittio or lueoe uuujub
hey are, though only fira&ll oner Of
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course, most torpedoes are entirely
harmless; but some of the small ones,
round and very hard, about the size of
a marble, whlch( go oft with a report
are In the deadly
like a pistol-shot- ,
class, containing as they do fulminate
of mercury.
Years ago, as most people will be
able to recall, there was a dreadful
Fourth of July accident In Philadel
phia. A large quantity of torpedoes,
of a kind whose sale had been ex
pressly prohibited by local ordinance,
was exposed on a street stand, kept by
an Italian, on one of the busiest downExactly what
town thoroughfares.
caused it nobody ever knew, but apparently a stone thrown by a boy Btruck
the torpedoes, and all of them went off
together. They were loaded with dyna
mite, and the explosion was tremend
ous. Seven children were killed, while
a number of others were more or less
seriously hurt.
A great many of the Fourth of July
accidents are caused by children's mis
chief. A boy will throw a firecracker
at a girl, for example, burning her
seriously. Then there Is the deadly
cracker that has failed to explode, and
which must be examined and relighted,
the consequence being an unexpected
report and posBlbly the loss of an eye.
The large crackers, some of which aru
a foot or more in length, are really
dangerous bombs, and should not be
put in childiBh hands. No prudent father Would allow his boy to use a toy
cannonwith loose gunpowder1, which
Is likely to become ignited with dis- -

STILL

AMONG

THE LIVE ONES

Woman's Fear That Husband Had Departed This Life Proved Altogether
Unfounded.

.

"I beg your padon, if I disturb you,
sir," she said to the keeper of the
morgue, "but my hueband has been
gone two days, and I fear that he
may have been killed on the street and
brought here."
"Husband missing, eh?" queried the
official.
"We may have him In
sort of a looking man was he?"
man, sir, with
"A short, thick-se- t
side whiskers and two front teeth
gone."
"Um. Side whiskers, eh? Two
front, teeth gone? Was he a man
likely to get In front of a cable
car?"
"He was, sir. If he thought the car
meant to bluff him, he'd stand
on the track until he was run oxer."
"How was he on dodging hacks?"
"He never dodged one in his life.
He used to carry half a dozen rocks
tied up In a handkerchief, and the
hfickmao who tried to run him down
got his head knocked off."
"Been gone two days, eh?"
night, Blr, and
"Two days and
you don't know how worried I am."
"Yes, I suppose so," absently replied the man. "I wish I could say
he was here, and thus relieve your
anxiety."
"Then he Isn't here?"
"Notn not unless b shaved off
her.-Wh-

astrous results.
Indeed, the list of
killed and wounded would be enormously diminished if parents would
take the necessary pains to keep toy
pistols, raw gunpowder, and giant firecrackers out of the hands of their children, reserving to themselves also the
business of setting off the fireworks
in the evening.
It we must have a Fourth of July
celebration, let us try to be more sensible about it, and so cut down the
number of slain and injured, as well
as the Berious property loss of bygone
Fourths.
GunB and pistols are not suitable
playthings for children.
The little boy who picks up his toy
gun and playfully says, "I'll shoot you,"
even In play he
should be taught-th- at
must not point a weapon at another,
for it Is in Just such ways that respect
for life is lessened and Involuntary
manslaughter is the result.
Thoughtful parents will not give children such toys. It has been the custom for many years to celebrate the
Fourth of July with noise and fireworks.
Children did not originate the practice. It Is the method shown by their
parents, and so each year we have a
slaughter of the Innocents equal In
number to the lost In a great battle,
and, as in the days of old, when human sacrifices were, laid on the altar,
we sacrifice to the nat!on'sglory hundreds of its embryo citizens.
The man who takes his life In his
hands and goes to battle for his country's protection gives his life to a
worthy cause, but the children whose
lives are sacrificed to celebrate the nation's birth have given their lives to
little purpose.Is It not time that parents should
think of this subject, and see if they
cannot devise other methods of celebrating our national holiday that will
not entail such sacrifices of life and
property? Is it not time that In an age
when peace and arbitration are In the
air, and when the great nations of the
earth are steadily advancing toward
the day when disputes and differences
will be settled by arbitration, that wa
should begin to teach the children
higher ideals of patriotism than nolss
and shooting?
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Religiously preserved In Independence Hall, Philadelphia, is the Liberty Bell which rang to celebrate the adoption of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776. It was brought from England In 1752 and the
next year was recast with the words "Proclaim Liberty Throughout All the
Land, and Unto All the Inhabitants Thereof" Inscribed on it. For many
years it was rung annually on the Fourth of July, but in 1835, while being
tolled in memory of Chief Justice Marshall It was broken. Liberty Bell In
past years has been taken to many cities for exhibition, but of late this
practice has been abandoned In order that it may be preserved.

HOW TO CELEBRATE
Many Cities Join Movement for
Sane Fourth of July.
Casualty Lists Have Been Greatly Reduced Fine Example of Proper
Observance Sdt by Springfield, Mass.

Beside the celebrations, devised for
our English-speakinresidents, there
will be special festivals and celebrations in the Italian. Hungarian
Bo- hemian and Jewish sections of the
city where our more newly arrived citizens will hear the history (of their
adopted land explained In their own
tongue and illustrated by stereoptlcou
views or tableaux.
An example of this kind of eelebratlon was set two years ago In Spring- -'
field, Mass., at the Instance of the settlement workers of that city. It required, to be sure, soma tima anil
thought, but the result was a beautV
iui, poetic ana educational holiday
with no aftermath of killed and wounded. There were processions, a balloon ascension, games, folk dances,
athletic contests, boat races, band concerts and publio fireworks but no
firecrackers.
One of the processions was a thing
unique in America. Each nationality,
in the city was Invited to put a float in
line. The Pilgrims were there to represent the old American stock; beside them came a huge Viking ship-- on
wheels, sent by the Swedes; Bngllej
residents put In line a float showing
the signing of Magna Charta; the
Scotch, Queen Mary, escorted by kilted
Highlanders;
th French Canadians,
Champlain In his boat on the St. Lawrence; Greeks, Italians and Irish. Armenians, Poles and negroes all made
suitable and interesting contributions
to the line. Probably a more unifying
and citizen making celebration was
never seen in America.

REPORT published by the
Hugo Foundation on
J "How the Fourth, Was Cel-,i
t
inn i
cluslve proof that the
movement Inaugurated In
many cities for a sane and
safe observance of the day
resulted In reducing the
death roll. The number of
casualties by fire and accident was 1,603. In 1909
there were 6,307 victims of their own
or another's carelessness.
Last year
161 cities made a point of holding
sane celebrations, but there remains
over 1,100 cities of 6,000 population
that have not embraced the reform.
It is hoped that this year many other
cities and villages will fall In line.
Besides the gain In ridding the day
of fires and accidents, the sane method of observance has given a larger
amount of pleasure to the public and
In many localities has been historically
instructive as well. In New York
to
a
those side whiskers and went
many large celebrations
are
dentist before he was brought In. I'm city
sorry to disappoint you, but we are planned for different centers which LARGEST OF OFFICIAL FLAGS
men with will Include parades, pageants, historJust out of short, thick-se- t
music and speeches. by Mammoth Banner Hangs In the Midside whiskers. One may be brought ical tableaux,men
on events and people
well
known
dle of the Post Office Building
any
in
hour, however.".
at Washington.
"If not here then, he 1b still alive?" connected with our national hlBtory.
suggested the woman, as the look of
If patriotism were measured by the
anxiety left her face.
MUNR0E TAVERN, LEXINGTON yards of red, white and blue bunting
"I should so infer, ma'am should
made Into the form of the flag ot the
'so Infer. In fact, ma'am, I am quite
nation, the biggest assignment of it
sure your husband is alive and well."
would be found In the post office buildm
"Thanks, sir thanks!
You haven't
ing at Washington, for here hangs the
Been htm?"
biggest omclal flag that wa
eve4V
"I have, ma'am. Less than half an
made, although there are larger unof
ago
hour
he asked me to drink with
ficlal flags.' It also was made at the
him in that- - saloon oVer there, and
little flagshop on the side street. The
from this window you can now see
building which houses the headquarhim standing up to the bar, Bide whis
ters of the postal service and keeps
kers and all."
Its finger on the pulse of all Uncle
"Thank heaven, and I will go
Sam's mails, boasts this mammoth
over and tako him by the neck, and
flag.
and "
The great building le constructed
"Glad to be of service to you,
about a hollow square at the bottom of
ma'am. " If I hiij a short, thick-se- t
which is the
floor space
man with side wiilskers and two front
where the local mall Is handled. Above
teeth out on a Blab inside, I would
this rise eight or nine stories of maadmit you with pleasur, but as I
sonry Inclosing the hollow square. In
haven't, you'll have to take up with
the middle of this hangs the great flag
the live tfne over there, and maka
reaching nearly the height and width
the best of it. Good day, ma'am. Call
of It. It is solitary and alone, with but
1
ngaln if you happen this way, and
me masonry as a background, It Is
"
.W impressive bo hunt and nonnia come
may be In better luck." Philadelphia
s
Record.
tar to see It. and the idle
la
often brought to 'attention and stands
Not That Way.
in unconscious admiration.
"I heard my husband say the othei
day there are laws against barkers.
Earl Percy's headquarters and hosSome of the greatest men tbla coun"So there are. The practice is near pital, April 19, 1775.
Th Munro try has ever produced succeeded In
ly stopped."
retaining all their flngera.
Tavarn, built 1696.
"Is It? Just lUtea to Uios dogit
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